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In Our 98th Year

Lk Per Copy

Rodeo, Elvis
Benefit Slated
At Expo Center
Do you still harbor a warm place in
your heart for the late "king" of rock
'n' roll, Elvis? Do you often hanker to
see a live rodeo without traveling west
of the Mississippi? Or do you delight in
watching brawny four wheel vehicle
pulls?
Take a look at upcoming events at
West Kentucky Exposition Center on
College Farm Road in Murray if you
answered "yes" to any of the above.
Upcoming events at the center include a special tribute to Elvis with J.
D.Sumner and the Stamps
This weekend some 26 universities
from across the nation are expteted4ecompete in the Murray State University
Intercollegiate rodeo.
And, Saturday,Dec. 10, a four wheel
drive pull with top cash prizes in excess
of $1,300 will be held at the exposition
center.
Between 150 and 200 collegians from
26 schools in seven states are slated to
compete in the nine-event rodeo
A series of art workshOps for children, offered by the Murray State University Department of Art, recently
sponsored by Murray State University
allowed
several local children a chance to develop more fully their visual expressions.
Rodeo Club Dec. 1-3:
•
The photo at far left shows that Leslie Adams,9-years-old, mixed bubble gum and creative expressions.
Competition will include five events
At
upper right 7-year-old Jennifer Hausmann paints on her mural. Bottom right Amy
for men, three for women and team
Spencer,8-years-old, on the
left, and Glen Cole, 7, prepare ceramic material.
roping as an open event.
All of the children are from Murray.
Men's events are bareback bronc
riding, Calf roping, bull riding,- steer
MSU junior and sepior art students worked with the children in individuAlzed instruction.
_
wrestling and saddle bronc riding.
A special exhibit and a reception for parents and guests was held at ecónc1uson of theses.
Women's events are barrel racing,
Photos by John Bramel
breakaway calf roping and goat typing. .;estaithrisalarlawato,,
A.4astintwa rwasailissulaw
Performance in the Livestock Show
a,
and Exposition Center on College EarthRoad
begin atfil p.m.• each day.
Participants are full time college
students from the Ozark Region of the
National Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association. They will earn points
toward qualifying for the College
Nationals in Bozeman, Mont. in June,
1978.
FRANKFORT,
REMEMBERS ELVIS
Ky.
AP-An
hopes will receive consideration from
Tuition for most full-time Kentucky
"f'want to set some things straight. I organization of student leaders at the 1978 General Assembly.
undergraduates was increases $60 to
feel like I knew the man better than Kentucky's eight state universities is
A major plank in the program being
$70 this fall, while most out-of-state
anyone else outside of his family. We developing a legislative program it
developed by the Kentucky Association
undergraduates are paying an $250 to
were very close." Those are the words
$290 more.
of Student Governments is a proposed
of J. D. Sumner, often called the
Grassham said he's collecting some
freeze on tuition increases for both
"deepest bass in gospel," reflecting on
tuition charge information from, other
Kentucky an out-of-state students.
- elate Elvis Presley: ••-•
statas4o,...see,..1tow Kentucky char s.
The K-ASGr has at least -twrrother
Sumner and The Stamps, who served
compare.
issues it will ask the legislature to
as Elvis' concert back-up for the last
-If we find that Kentucky is so very
consider.
few years before Presley's death
low, then possibly something needs to
One is an increase in overall funding
earlier this year, will be in cencert
be done," he said.
for university operations and some
Thursday, Dec. 8, at the West Kentucky
But most students-both from
direct
state
funding
confor capital
Livestock and Exposition Center
Kentucky and elsewhere-believe their
struction. The other is student
beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Quentin L. Fannin of Murray Route 5,
tuition is high enough,Grasaham said.
representation on the state Council on
"He was not a lonely man. He had
a senior biology major at Murray State
Higher Education.
Annual tuition for Kentucky unscores of friends who loved him. He had
University, has been nominated for a
Louis Grassham, a Murray State
dergraduates ranges from $390 in the
a large family. He was not sick like
Danforth Graduate Fellowship to
University senior and KASG president, community colleges to $550 at the
people are saying. Until the end, he was
pursue doctoral studies in biological
said Wednesday that most of his
universities of Kentucky and Louisville.
in good health,"Sumner said.
oceanography.
group's discussion has centered. on
The range for non-Kentuckians is
. Sumner has a world of stories he likes
curbing More tuition increases for'non= from $500 a year at the community
to tell about Elvis, but he prefers to talk
Dr. Terry H. Foreman, coordinator of
colleges to $1,980 at U of L.
Kentucky students.
about the, ones
which show his
religious studies and campus liaison
_
But other members of KASG said
Grassham acknowledged that
generosity.
officer for the Danforth Foundation at
they also are concerned about possible
education
council, not the legislature,
Sumner said Presley gave him a
Murray State, said about 100 students
new increases for Kentuckians.
sets tuition rates.
couple of expensive gifts, one a $40,000
are awarded fellowships each year.
diamond ring, and on another occasion
Danforth Graduate Fellowships
the late singer gave him a 855,000
defray all tuition and fees and provide a
limousine.
-- One Section-16Pages
stipend for living expenses. They are
Presley "gaveithings away• ," Sumner
awarded to students of exceptional
A Murray couple recently did something with their
said, "because .of his poverty
academic achievement and personal
children that all young children shlfuld do, says M. C.
background. I first met him when he
character who intend to become college
Garrott in today's Garrott's Gilley. Read Garrott's
seas a kid in Memphis living in the
or university teachers.
comments on a unique trip in the opinion section, Page 5.
projects. In fact, I used to sneak him in
the back of Ellis Auditorium so he could
Fannin, the son of Talmadge and
see our show."
Ruby Fannin of Murray Route 5, was
The Sumner performance Dec. 8 is a
the valedictorian of the 1974 class at
fund raising affair for an Elvis Presley
Calloway County High School and is a
Classifieds
14, 15
Presidential Scholar and top honor
•.
_
, ,•
Crosswords..
eFOUR WHEEL PULL
student at Murray State.
Comics
13
A couple days after the Sumner Elvis
During the past two years, he has
Dear Abby
4
benefit, over $1,300 in cash prizes will
gained experience in his chosen field
Clearing and cold t6night with
Deaths di Funerals
16
be offered in a four wheel drive pull
through a summer of study at, Duke
lows in the upper 20s to around 30.
Garrott's Galley5
sponsored by The American Legion. University in 1976 and as a research
Mostly sunny and cool Friday
Horoscope
Lassistant and a laboratory technician
.
Proceeds from the pulk.go to the local
with highs_in the low- 50s..,Winds
Inside Report
Legion baseball program.
for reseal ch projects at Murray State.
will be northwesterly less than 10
Let's Stay Well
Three classes by weignt in two
3
While at Murray State, he has served
miles per hour tonight.
Local Scene
divisions plus an open class are ex2,3,4
on the selection committee for dean of
Opinion Page
pected to pull. Five vehicles constitute
5
the College of Environmental Sciences,
Sports
6,7,8
a class.
the University Center planning comSee,RODEO
mittee, and the selection committee for
Page 16, Column 3
the Ralph Woods Memorial Award.

Santa To Appear
In Christmas
Parade Saturday
Santa Claus will make his first 1977
visit to Murray and officially open the
Christmas Season Saturday afternoon
when the 6th annual Rotary Christmas
Parade winds its way through the
downtown business area.
According to Charles Walston, the
parade chairman, Santa will be riding
in a decorated wagon pulled by a team
of Belgium horses belonging to Joe
Hopkins hi lieu- of 'his customary
reindeer. Just ahead of riding in a
"sleigh" pulled by Glenn Kelso's team
of fine mules will be Santa's elves.

Student Organization Pushes
For 'Frozen' Tuition Rates

at the Rotary Club's December 8
meeting, and the first, _second and
third-place winners in the commercial
float division fall others Other than the
schools) will be awarded at the same
time.
Cash awards also will be presented at
the time to the schools with the winning
floats. The first prize is $100, second $75
andthtrd $50.- •
•
• Among the eindfirniiials, groups-and
special entries also participating in
Saturday's parade will be:
The Twin Lakes Antique Automobile
Club; the Shriners with their clowns
This year's parade, Walston said,
and motorcycle teams; fraternity
promises to be the biggest in its sixsweethearts from Murray State;
year history. More than 110 bands,
Sandra Stark, Kentucky's dairy
floats, marching units and entries will
princess; Barbara Kemper, Miss
• be in the line of march, all led_ by
Murray State; and Lynn Hewitt, the
Murray High School's national high
1977 Murray State Homecoming Queen.
school championship Tiger band under
The parade will begin at 2 p.m. at the
the direction of Joe Sills.
Murray Middle School, move through
Other bands will include the Murray
the downtown section and disband on
Middle School's seventh and eighththe Tappan plant parking lot.
grade bands, the Calloway County High
The Rotarians working with the
School band and the Calloway County
parade include:
freshman band.
_
Forrest Priddy, chairman •of - theThis year's parade, the chairman
lineup; David Roos, John Farrell and
noted, had been • arranged "in school
Richard Farrell, the float judging
clusters" so the units from the schools
committee; .Ed Chrisman, traffic
participating will march as a group,led
centre' chairman; Nix' Illrawfor4;-*
by the cheerleaders from the school, downtown merchants
liaison; Sid.
then the -band, its float and the. other_-Easley,'Santa' official nosil--8411-,,-marching units from that particular
o pper u d,• entrants committee
school. Five of the area's schools will
chairman; Tommy Brown, conhave floats entered in the competition.
cessions; and Tornmye D. Taylor,
Plaques of appreciation will be _chairman
of the transportation compresented to each of the bandffirecters
mittee.

MSU Biology Major

Circuit Court Reconvenes
Monday; 3 Cases Set

11.10111•••••

Nominated For

Danforth Fellowship

•
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inside toeaY

clearing
and
-cold

today's index

Calloway County Circuit Court is
charged with robbery, is set Dec. 5, scheduled to reeonvefte-Moncloy,Dec• Geinnionweeith-va, Harry-- •Da Ws)*
5, with three trials tentatively
charged with robbery, is one of three
docketed, according to court officials.
trials set in circuit court Monday.
.A circuit court jury Wednesday found
Commonwealth vs. Annie Wyatt,
Eugene Blanton guilty on,two Counts of
charged with knowingly receiving
trafficking_ in Demerol, and resisting
stolen property, is set also Dec. 5.
arrest. The jury recommended six
Also docketed is Commonwealth OS:
years on each count of trafficking and a
Samuel Lee Chadwick and Tony
$500 fine for resisting arrest, a
Williford. Chadwick is charged with
misdeameanor charge, according to
two counts, theft of a value over $100
officials.
and first degree criminal mischief.
Court officials said the trafficking
Williford is charged with three counts,
charge carries a five to 10 year senthird degree burglary, theft of a value
tence on conviction.
-liver • UN and first -degree criminal
Commonwealth vs. Harry Davis
mischief.

UMW,Coal Industry
Talks Remain Stalled
WASHINGTON (AP) - Contract
negotiations between the United Mine
Workers and the coal industry remain
stalled as federal mediators work tore
establish face-to-face bargaining.
Officials of the Federal Mediation
and COnciliation Service conducted
shuttle negotiations for the.second day
on Wednesday, meeting briefly with
bargainers for the UMW and holding a
longer afternoon session -with
representatives of the Bitumlnotia-Coal
Operators Association.

A spokeSinan for the union Said
would continue today • -on the same -format" with a morning meeting
planned with the UMW.,
The union's contract with 130 '
association companies, covering about
130,000 workerT
.,. expires at _roi•dnight
Monday. Since contract ratificatiow',
voting and tabulation takes about 10 days, a strike appears certain, barring
a last-minute agrce!ment-to extend the stin pact,

Miss Jackson, Brinkley Get DAR Award
Karen Faye Jackson, senior at
Murray High School, and John W.
Brinkley III, senior at Calloway County
High School, have been chosen by their
schools as the winners of the Good
Citizen Award given to a high school
senior at each school by the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution, according
to Mrs. John A. Nance, chairman of the
DAR committee.
The students were-chosen by their
schools as the most butstanding student
according to academics, leadership,
activities and character, their
patriotism, love of country, and their
.,efforts in bettering their community by
participation and leadership; Mrs.
P %Aid

a.

,

Miss Jackson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Jackson, 501 Dtran Road,
Murray, is a member of the First
-

United Methodist Church where she
sings in both the youth and adult choirs,
is an officer in her Sunday School
class, and vice-president of the UMYF
4
She was voted most outstanding junior
in Teens Who Care, selected to attend
the Quad State Choral Festival
receiving a superlative rating for her
vocal solo, served as class secretary, as
chaplain of Tri Alpha, and has participated in the Headstart program and
Project Independence.
The Murray senior plans to attend
Murray State University and major in
accounting and music.
Brinkley, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Brinkley II of Hazel Route Two, has
won many awards including the DAR
History,..Woodmen of the World_ILS.
History, World History, United States
History, English I, Spanish Biology
II, many in Speech, and has been

nominated for the outstanding speech
award in Kentucky for the 1977.78. as
well as being elected governor of the
American Legion Blue Grass State

il
actFiveetiia4
in ch_uaricjh
h yeoumthurr
pay.
rogrw
arns
omia
an,l
d
,several benevolence programs for the
cOmmunifi. He plans to attend college
working toward a professional degree
in law with a political future in mind.
"The ideals of young people are most
commendable and we feel more secure
in leaving Out country's welfare in their
hands. The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter is proud to endorse these
students and Murray should feel pride
as well," Mrs. John Livesay, DAR
chapter regent, said. Their papers Will
be forwarded to the District Director
and it is hoped we may have a state or
national winner, Mrs. Livesay said.
These two students and their mothers
will be honored at s luncheon to be held

JACKSON
BRIN• KLEY
—
The Calloway senior hasbeen active . Club house at which
time it is hoped the
in school activities having held - district'director will announce
the state
numerous offices of various clubs. He is. winner, chapter
officials said '
..

•
JUNIOR CLASS PLAY - Steve Dunn and find.; Homer, two juniors at
Murray High rehearte one scene'from the second.act of "The Nersous
"the annualsIns.filay set at Murray Middle Dec. 3. The junw
. play is
a three act-comedy.by Robert St. Clair- a-W.81's set in
hotel managed byLa.Mrs. Higgins. Mark fther
.tori is diredirtg. Show time-is 8
p. m. at the-thick* school auditorium.

PA
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Richard Valentine Presents Sigma Department Program

Your Individwil
Horoscope

members attended and
Members of the Sigma the Society Horse Show, co- which time a caroling party is
were served by
Department of the Murray sponsored by the Murray planned and Sigma members refreshments
hostesses,
Mrs. Don
the
Woman's Club attended the Rotary Club and the Sigma's. and their., husbands are inFrances Drake
Keller, Mrs. Fred Wells, and
The
next
meeting
will
be
evening
November
Monday
vited.
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1977
Mn" Bailey Gore.
Approximately -twenty-five
14th meeting, held at the Monday, December 12, at
What kind of day will your plans again. A few changes
Woman's Club House.
tomorrow be?.TO find out what might bring than anund-16Richard Valentine, director
the stars say, read the forecast your point of view.
the newly formed Murray
of
SAGITTARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
Theatacr presented
thildresa
*444fr
It)
Dec.
(Nov.-13 to
—
a skit from the forthcoming
Fine Jupiter influences enARIES
courage your particular knowproduction to be held at Story
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4Y1
Those present included:
Don't brood over cir- how, sensitivity to delicate
Hour at the Library.
Beverly
cumstances beyond your situations and reasoning
Burton,
4'Rita
Mrs. William
Smith,
control, and do accept changes powers. These are winners
Galloway, Marsha Horton,
department chairman, conbut
especially
always
now.
be
for
They
could
gracefully.
. Brenda clones, Jackie Morris,_ _ the-better, you know.
cluded the business meetiAL
CAPRIC0194•
- Becky
Nesbitt,
Trisha
following the reading of the
(Dec. n to Jan. 20) 1%)
TAURUS
Phillips, Linda Rogers, Edna
Caution and conservatism
minutes by the secretary,
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tikt,
yaughn, and Debbie Bastin.
Some tricky situations to should be stressed. Above all,
Mrs. Tom Muehleman. Mrs.
handle:.Don't leave anything to avoid persons who are imJames Moore was introduced
chance. Keep a weather eye pulsively taking risks.
as a new member.
Club open all day and don't let down AQUARIUS
Mrs. Smith reported to the
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
your guard.
members from the General
Keep emotions under stern
GEMINI
GEORGE BURNS • )0111.1 DE NKR
control. Any tendency to "fly off
WoMan's Club meeting. The
(May 22 to June 21)
•0 FPO,
Stumbling blocks to progress the handle" could result in
next general meeting is
indecision and missed serious misunderstandings.
be
will
three
p.m.
scheduled
for
The Murray Vocational
opportunity. Key yourself to PISCES
Sunday, December 4th, at
Distributive
Educational
deliberate smartly and quickly (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
which time a musical
Clubs of America Club held a
An excellent day for both
so that you may reach proper
Our Theatre Gift
program will be presented by
business and personal interests.
candy sale and also a
conclusions.
Even if you have to make some
CANCER
the Music Department.
Magazine, records, tapes, and
Books Make Ideal
compromises, it will be
)
2
(June 22 to July 23) 40-4
The Sigma Department
cassettes sale.
Tempting bait may be held profitable in the long run.
Christmas Presents
voted to join "Friends of the
From the candy the club had
out to you - which could cause
Library." Also Mrs. Smith
a profit of $645.79, and from
YOU BORN TODAY are
For
you to lose momentum temAnyone On Your List!
announced that Mrs. Eimood
the magazines,records, tapes,
porarily._But your keen mind endowed with a magtsetic and
Brown is the new chairman of
and -cassettes, the profit was
can thrash out the REAL in the warm-hearted personality and
welter of confusing offerings. a wealth of talents through
$32L55. „
which you can attain a hajipy
f)44g
LEO
The club spent some of the
and successfuMife. In fact, your
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/0
money on various things inYou may find it desirable to versatility gives you many and
cluding the DE billboard for
alter your program, but be sure varied avenues toward career
$25, camera film for $147,
the changes you make are for achievement and personal
students for sales prizes
the better - not dictated by development. Your business
1st Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat. Nites
The first British monarch to
mere whim.
acumen is extraordinary and
$75.8g, two parties for $152.27,
visit the United States
VIRGO
your remarkable memory could
bronce-and silver awards for
was George V1 in 1939.
( Aug. 24 to Sept-23)
become a priceless asset In any
$395.36, aritkplace mats for
Some ups and downs in field. You aloe have a flair for
clean up cam*gn for $38,
financial matters. However, a the artistic and could shine in
according to club clfickls.
roulesisMaleollyelewersalleolvolvolvoseolvolleolmalwerwerlesilwerseerleorerowNacerervetrwerePolly011esilleorsecremooreercreeeerszonallesawolwa
stroke of luck in the late af- the fields of music, literature or

amma Gam nia Chapter
Meets Galloway Home
The Gamma
Gamma.
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
held its sixth meeting of the
.-eyeer on November -21 at the
home of Beverly Galloway.

The program, entitled
"Purpose and Goals," was
given by Beverly Galloway.
She reviewed some of the
rules and regulations of Beta
Sigma Phi. Each member was
encouraged to review these
rules individually
periodically.
The group decided to set
aside the last meeting in
January to collect within the
sorority and donate the money
to the March of Dimes. Plans
were also finalized for selling
hot chocolate, coffee and
*pconi, at the .Christrnas
paaade.
The neitt.,Iiiteting will beheld at tlieliome of Julie
English at 7:00-.n.m. on
December 8. Memberssl1ould
please note the time chan
After the business meeting,
the members stood and
repeated the closing ritual and
Mizpah. Mrs. Galloway
served the members refresh.ments.

Muriay DE
. CA

Has Special Sales

ternoon will more than compensate for'any morning loss.
- LIBRA
(Sept. /4 to Oct. 23)
Sortie., unusual situations
irsciicatecL'In all dealings, be
or
direct Avoid
-approach,, and give others the
benefit of the doubt.
SCORPKI
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Do others seem needlessly
opposed to your ideas? Review

All,

There Is A
Bettfr Way

aeousjactici

The Sarin 770 Copier

the theater. However, you
might make your greatest
success in the law, where your
gift for words would make you
an outstanding trial lawyer, and
act as a springboard to the
worlds of statesmanship and
diplomacy - where you would ...
really shine. Birthdate of:
Joseph Strauss, eminent lith
Mist Gertnan
and
el3orti conductor; Julie Harris,
actreas.

g

1

-;

Special Program Held.
By Women At Kirksey

AMP'

Are" by Ophie Culver; "Count ;
Your Blessings" by Emily
Swift; "We All Need A Map of
Life" by Velma Copeland; "I ;
Am the Keeper of My 1,
1
Brother" and "Two Cripples"
by Emma Lou Tucker.
"A Ttiailksgiving Prayer"
by Kay Swift; "Command of C
Prayer" by Kay Ransbottom;
"In God We trust" by Paula,
!
i
311 KENTUCKY
Palmer; "Be Thankful" by *.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dixie Palmer; "Prayer of
442-9331
Thanksgiving" by Petty
Palmer; "The Golden Key"
by Mavis Hurt; "Little
115 SO. 4TH ST.
sautes
Things"
by
Christelle
MURRAY, KY.
Palmer; "The Bible Says" by
753-1763
Clarice Norsworthy; "Life Up
Thine Eyes" by,FIAsie Smith.
IN MARSHALL CO.
Prayers were led by Emily
TOLL FREE 527-1624
Swift and Estelle Adams.
Another song sung was "This
Is May Father's World."
Following the program a
itsoosmr,aosdoza.c.mthositwitsai.tsecs.masici....eva.ci.meaosammtsmismis.mcNotusosamisosseNomse,tvo.tsms period of fellowship was held
; with each bringing a sack
lunch. Coffee and tea were
'ladies froin6 the
served
Kirksey church.
A Week of Prayer and
Thanksgiving service was
held at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church on Thursday, November 10, at ten
p.m. with lathes from the
Locust Grove Church of the
Natarefie,aid Coldwater, Mt.
Carmel, and Kirksey United
Methodist Churches participating.
Christelle . Palmer,
president, Kirksey women,
welcomed the group, and
opened the program with
scripture reading and prayer.
A song,"Jesus Calls Us," was
sung.
Talks were presented by
various ladies as
_
"Let Not Your Heart Be
Troubled" by Lucile Potts;
'Serve.Faithfully Where You

It's Economical & Versatile
4

:
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Winter Gives

Program For Circle;
Mrs. John Winter presented ;
the program and pledge
service at the meeting of the e
Maryleona Frost Circle of the ;
First United Methodist
Crch Women held Tuesday, II
November 15, at 9:30 a.m. at
the 'home of Mrs. Dow
; Robinson.
The chairman, Mrs. Johnnie
p
- 9/illter, opened with a 1,
Thanksgiving devotion.
It was announced that the ;
circle will meet with the
Bessie Tucker Circle at the
home of Mrs. James Garrison
on Tuesday, December 13, at
9:30 a.m. EaCh circle member
is asked to bring a toy to give
to the Murray Fire Department for its annual Christmas
party for the children of the
tiSmmunity.

t
A rz
ti 464 Stiti (oDk
it?‘
faShiOti-riagit s;„;
g

-this wititv7r7

€4! g

VP

ting Dec. 4 our hours lintil

Christmas will be...Mon.-Fri.
9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m., Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-6:00

p.rrei,

Sunday, 1:00 n_m.-3:00 p.m.

Free Gift Wrapping
Wi th Every Purchase

_

,_

_p1055 iut411.14

_ _

_

Shop With Us And Re Sure To See Santa A/live, Sat.. Dec. 3. ,
itimomooM'
assmewohambolumlemistedwomme~Nwillewembaolesammabiossmmemosaktsme

f

A long, warm robe in Monsanto's Wear-Dated Acrilan•
acrylic sculptured pile
can stand-up to any temperature drop and make leisure hours the
loveliest
hours of the morning and night. When it's cold outside just Wrap up in a
jeweltone or pastel robe that guarantees you a full year's normal
wear. $23.00

.$1ajor Dale L. Collie
Promoted. Ceremonv

For your conveniet.ce star-

AL LENDALE'S WRAP ROBE IS A "COLD"CHALLENGER

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. D. Collie
of Gilbertsville, attended the
promotion ceremony honoring
their son, Major Dale L. Collie
t on Nov. 1 in Thayer Hall, West
Point, New York.
Major Collie is a graduate of
Benton High' School and
e Murray State University.
; Presently he is teaching
English at West Point. He and
Charlotte,
the _ Jormer
g Charlotte Heine of Louisville,
g are the parents of three boYsChristopher Page, age 8,
; fiRSer LE4r14/6-57and the
newest member, born Oct. 13,
4 Andrew Blair. -

Colors: Azure, Rust, Pink, Blue, Mint, Yellow

r

"The Happy Yellow Store"

111111SAMERICARD
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President

Let's Stay Well.

By F-1.1.. Rl.uingame

Of Local SAR Chapter - -----,

MD

fib

Canal
tir
American Thanksgiving luncheon oppose the Panama
form.
held
a Saturday, November 28, at Treaty in its present
that
noon at the: Colonial_ _House The group requested
111.1011NE.VIIINIIMOVIIIPtalftiariallftirgrircrirclirSIMPQ ilirs2-417plep
the secretary contact the
Smorgasbord, Murray. -.
the
Officers elected for the 1977- Murray Chapter - of
„..,
R it. .
first
a_sub..
H.
78 term -Are: - eregidto Daughters of the American
e --obeervob that4miboo.outhailene.abetaregi__
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Miss Marilyn McKenzie Is
Honored At Bridal Shower

Quarter Century Club
meeting of the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company will be held at
Beshear gym, North 16th
Street.

COMMUNITY
CAT AE NDAR

Miss Marilyn McKenzie, various types of candies and
December bride-elect of Doug cakes were served.
Forty-eight persons. atMcCann, was honored witla a
bridal shower held on Sunday, tended or sent gifts fittreen
November 20, at the home or the hours of two and four p.m.
Mrs. Bob McCann.
Hostesses were Evelyn
Tucker, Carolyn
Lane,
Sabrina Karraker, Pat
By CEC1LY BROWNSTONE
Hosford, and Barbara Tucker,
Associated Press Food Editor
who presented the honoree
WEEKEND LUNCH
wia,a,enrasige _cri white carCucumber
nations.
Egg Salad Sandwiches
Her mother, Mp. Velda
Cookies
Fruit
Linn and the groom-elect's
CUCUMBER BUTTERMILK
mother, Mrs. Dorothy McMinced fresh dill may be
Cann, were presented with'
—
white mum corsages.
2 mediwn cucwnbers
An arrangement of pink
_
2 cups buttermilk
carnations centered the
to 1 teaspoon salt
Pare 61c:withers and cut_ in
refreshment table covered
with a white lace cloth. Pink half slengthwise; with a sturdy
candles in hurricane lamps spoon, scoop out seeds and diswere used along with silver card. Cut cuctunbers into
chunks: puree them along with
appointments.
the buttermilk—in an electric
R,efreshments of fruit blender. SU' in salt. Serve, at
punch, coffee, nuts and once or.chill. Makes 4 servings.

Thursday, December!
Saturday, December 3
American Diabetes Club
Humane Society will have a
will not meet this month.
bake sale in front of Littleton's
— during the Chriattriss parade.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
Intercollegiate rodeo will be
to meet at seven p.m.
at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center at eight
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of p.m.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Community Story Theatre
be at North _Calloway.
Elementary School" at seven
p.m.

COOKING FUN

DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a 13-year-old boy
who.=awlsinto bed with his mother alter his father leaves
for work? I can't stand to visit my sister anymore when I
see what's going on there'. I believe it is WRONG and I
have said so. She lets this boy wear nail polish and play
with her makeup and jewelry. He can't stand to get his
hands.dirty.. It's."toe.hot" in the summer and -too cold" in
the winter, so he stays indoors and plays with his dolls.
InterState
Murray
He has a 16-year-old brother who is so ashained of the
collegiate Rodeo will be at
younger one that he is becoming more and more
withdrawn from people. Needless to say, the younger boy - West Kentucky Exposition
has no friends. The father is helpless. He once threw all the
Center at eight p.m.
makeup and dolls out, but the boy cried so hard his mother
went out and bought more. This-boy gets furious if he sees
Murray Women of the
his father kiss his mother.
Mou,se will meet at eight p.m.
am
believe
I
can't
here?
I
wrong
worried for
What is
at the lodge hall.
nothing. Or isn't it any of my business?
•
cONCERNED AUNT
Thursday, December I
Wranglers -Riding Club will
DEAR CONCERNED: Yes, It IS your business. Your. meet at the Court House at
sister and her son are both ready „candidates for the 'Seven p.m.
paychiatrist's couch. And if the father looks out the
window, knowing what is going on,so is he. Appeal to her
Friday, December 2
husband to get help for the whole sick family before it's too
Murray State Women's
late.
Rodeo will continue at
DEAR ABBY: I have a neighbor who is a widower. I am Exposition Center at eight
a widow. I'm 68 and he's 63. I knew his wife well, so after p.m.
she died I invited him over for supper several times. That's
when I realized that we could be more than just friends.
Intercollegiate Rodeo will
Last Satutday night I was at his place. We had a few continue at Exposition Center
cocktails and he sent out for some fried chicken. at eight p.m.
Afterwards we danced to the radio, then we cuddled on the
davenport and he kissed and hugged me. All of a sudden he
Community Story Theatre
stood upend said, "Now, I don't want you getting serious
production will be at Carter
about me." He really hurt my feelings.
I got to thinking that maybe he's afraid of sex. His wife School at seven p.m.
told me he's been impotent for years. I've heard that quite
a few men have that trouble in their 60s. Mine did.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
Should I put him at ease and tell him I don't care if-- have crafts day from 9:30a.m.
there's no sex —all T want is conipanionship? I'd appreciate to three p.m.
your advice.
LONESOME
Saturday, Dec. 3
Twin
Lakers Good Sam Club
_DEAR LONESOME: Don't mention sex, companionship
or anything else:last enjoy his- company -and *t nature 'will -have its,annual • family
Christmas dinner at the
take its course. What will be will be. .
Community Pa:rorp of North
•
DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-year-old bachelor who recently Branch of Peoples Bank,
met an attractive 26-year-old woman in whom I could North 12th and Chestnut
become very interested. There is only one thing wrong Streets, at 630 p.m, with
with her —she -talks-toe much.
Harold-and Ruth -Eversmeyer- I like so many things about this girl, but I can't seem to in
charge of arrangements.
get a word in edgewise.
Do you think there is a chance of slowing her clown or
Murray - Rotary
Club
breaking her of this annoying habit? She's pushing for
marriage, but I don't think I could live with such a Christmas Parade will startat
two p.m. heralding the holiday
talkative person.
BACHELOR season.

Widows of the Seventh and
Sunday,December 4
Poplar Church of Christ will
Murray Woman's Club will
be honored at the annual
holiday event at the church at hold its general Christmas
rourdeal-- -program at three
;
tett
p.meLttdub bow._with
Square-and rounddancing will MargaretPorter asdirector_ of
be at Woodmen of the World the chorus. No charge and the
public is invited.
Hall at 7:30 pie
Christmas Open Howe will
Murray It& School Junior be held at the Murray Art
Class will present the play, Guild, North Sixth §treq _
"The Nerrons-Wreck,R at-the from ori'1il IFve p.m. No
School charge
Middle
Murray
and the public is inauditorium at eights p.m.
vited to attend.

Now In Progress

BeI=Air Shopping Center

753-1795

Hrs. Mon.Thru Sat.
10:00-9:00 Till Christmas

1.10111a
aga
Christmas Hours For
Downtown MercUarWs7'-- Open Friday Night's til Christmas
Open Sundays, 1-5 til Christmas
Beginning December 12th
Open Late Every Night
Have A Happy Holiday Season!

DEAR BACHELOR: An otherwise attractive and
eligible young woman who's"pushing for marriage" should
appreciate being told how she could improve her chances.
• Ter-—hit. And ir Hies hopefeeih li-eize the first
opportunity to get a word in edgewise. And make it,
"Goodbye."

Miss Rhonda Lavelle Stone
Honored At Bridal Events
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Miss Rhonda Lavelle Stone, Mrs. Beulah Calhoon, and
December bride-elect of Mrs. Nannette Durham as
Marine Private First Class hosteAes.
Keith Wallace. has been
Refreshments of ..punch
honored with prenuptial cake, nuts, and mints were
events.
served. Fifty-seven persons
A personal shower was held attended or sent gifts.
November third at seven p.m.
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Stone with Miss Susie
Adams and Miss Clara Adams
as hostesses.
PfOgram
....Refreshments of Coke,
cake, nuts, and -Mints were
served. Twenty-two perris The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
attended or sent gifts.
A household shower was 'special singing programs for
held at the Ellis Community the patients at the Westview
Center Murray• on November Nursing. Home and the
14 at seven p.m. with Mrs. residents of Fern Terrace
Maggie Paschall, Mrs. Audie Lodge for the Nov. meeting.
Byars, Mrs. Robbie Rowland, Mrs. Louise Short played
the piano for the singers who
_
were Ruby Fannin, Loli
Smith, Mildred Thompson,
Murriel
Wright,
Mrs.
Clayborn McCuiston, Clore
Campbell, Kay Taylor, Etta
Dick, Guy Dunn, Buton Underwood, and Shirley Werts.
Kay Taylor sang a special,
and Murriel Wright and
Louise Short gave a special;
and Cloia Campbell gave the
devotion and prayer.

Poplar Spring
Presents

Reduced
From

10% /0 40% !'

BRITT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Britt of
Murray Route Two are the
'parents of a baby girl,
Rebecca Carol, weighing
seven pounds twelve ounces,
measuring 19 inches, born on
Wednesday, November 16, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have One son, Russell,
age five. The father is employed at Murray State
eniversity. Grandparents are Mr. and'
Mrs: R. C. Miller of Murray
Riute Two and Mr. and Mrs.
LaMaurr pritt of Murray
Route Seven. Great grandparents are Mrs. Maudie
Young of Hayti, Mo., Mrs.
Ethel Keel of. Hazel Ratite
One, and Mrs. Cora:Miller of
Fella UMW* Ledae,444urrar.

o

Ladies', Men's And
Children's Shoes
At Reasonable Prices
o

Grace's

Shoe Store

•

A,•
,MORP11.10::,./
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The Admiral's Letter
_
In contrast, YugTisliVia refused to needed spare parts foi his Soviet-bin'
WASHINGTON-Top-flight CIA
nonwhen
year
last
law
Soviet
break
tanks and aircraft, President Anwar
cbvert operatives being fired by CIA
revolutionary, non-Marxist Egypt Sadat appealed to Tito during his April
Director Stansfield Turner are conrequesttd desperately-needed Soviet 1976 state- visit. Tito was deeply
vinced that their'Dear John" letters
military equipment. Such con- remorseful: sorry, Anwar, I want to do
were carefully composed so as the
Aradictory.
handling
- simply cannot- break-my
shield. the.. agency-.and.-the
•
requests by "Third World countries" agreement with the Russians.
miral-frorn possible legal action, a
.
underlines this problem:
Yugoslavia has now quietly
protective device that further
How closely to cooperate with
apologized to the U. S. for breaking the
depresses morale at the Central t
mutual
on
based
Tito--cooperation
ban. When Secretary of
trans-shipment
Intelligence Agency.
distrust of the Soviet Union-Wheii Tito - Defense Haroklitrown..visited Belgrade
The "eyes only" mimeographed
invariably aids new revolutionary last month, Yugoslav military officials
disthissal letters, untainted by any
movements abroad no matter how
promised him it would never happen
word of praise for long service reninterests.
S.
U.
to
detrimental
•
again.
simply
They
anybody.
dered, do not fire
Both Washington and Moscow ban the __ Nevertheless, the record shows that
inform the recipient that William W.
trans-shipment of military equipment Tito his an irresistible urge to give all
Wells, chief of covert operations, has an
they sell or give away. Yet Tito ap- aid possible whenever asked by a
"intent to recommend" dismissal.
proved the dispatch of M-47 revolutionary regime. He ignores,the
Further, the word had been passed that
tanks-believed between 50 and 100-to fact that the U. S. happens to be a
those who voluntarily quit after reading
victim in almost every case, especially
help the Soviet-allied regime in
their "Dear John" notes will be treated
Ethiopia. This was discovered, almost so .in Ethiopia where the Soviet
as having made a normal retirement
accidentally, 'by U. S. intelligence ,tateover threatens Communist
decision, with no damaging word in
domination of vital sea lanes br.ingl_hg,...
agents in Africa.
_their files.
When Moscow denied Egypt vitalty- - oil from the Persian Gulf, .
This bitiodless; • Sell-protective
•
- •
bltraatIttatic method -or rewarding
By M. C. Garrott
years of loyal service only contributes to the gloom at Langley. Va., where the
announced 800 officers (out of 4,500) in
clandestine operations to be fired actually will climb to over 1,000.
The clandestine service may indeed
have been overstaffed since the end of
the Vietnam war. Old-time station
Written Bylhe Humanechiefs fired after 20 and 30 year stints
admit it. But the pruning of some of the
Society Of Calloway County'
most experienced clandestine agents in
Mississippi and twice In- Louisiana
the spy business carries imRay and Gall Dunn, who live out at
Arriving in Fulton in the wee hours of
plications-denied by Adm. Turner's
the morning, Ray's first concern was before arriving in New Orleans, where
Midway on the road to Tobacco, did
they were met by Gail's brother,
men at the CIA-that Turner is dewhere to leave their'car. When he asked
something during the Thanksgiving
emphasizing human intelligence in
holidays that all, of !us with young
at the police station for a suggestion, Robert, and his family. He's with the
down there. ,
favor of electronic intelligence.
.
children should do;
one of the
offered-to- Charlie Chipspeople
Last year, shortly before Christmas, might never have made it in his
++++++
"The Russians can now blunt our spyThey took their three children go with him to the train station, bring
Jane and Charles Mason Baker called
weakened Condition. He was still
From then on until they caught the
in-the-sky capability," one worried
Amanda, 16 a sophomore at CalloWay
the car back to the police station and
the
that
Society
report
their
to
Humane
their
a mile short of his home. We'll
for
almost
Saturday
m.
p.
4
at
train
us.
official ',told
intelligence
County High School; Emily, 10, a 5th
keep it there until they returned-He
cat "Nuisance," a large, • gray tiger- never know. The important thing-to the
return trip, they were swept up'in the
"Ddivngrading the hurhailyclelnent in
was even given the dispatyher's
grader, and Raybo, 7, a 2nd grader at
whirlwind of seeing the-sights in New - - striped male, .laid- mysteriously ReltersisthatNuisanceis home at last!.
on .a threeintelligence-could- ,lead to one of the - -SouthweSt Elementarynumber to All When they retuiiied: An
. disa_ppeered in the middle of the afgreat intelligence failures in our
day, round-trip to New Orleans by - officer would-pick him upend bring him-'• __Orleans - the ..Erench Quarter,
ternoon, although the Bakers and
Humane SoCiety telephone numbers:
ride
boat
ferry
across
a
Street,
Bourgon
history."
train. • '
to the station to get his car, he was told.
members of the society searched the Dog Adoptions,753-3535;Cat Adoptions,
the Mississippi, a streetcar ride and the
What infuriates and humiliates the
"The last time Gailsor I had been on a
"How's that for hospitality?" he
streets near Dogwood Lane, Nuisance 753-3994; Membership, 753-4395;
New -Orleans Jazz professional
old hands are two things:, first, the
train was years ago," Ray laughed,
grinned.
could not be found.
Spaying Program, 753-3535; Cruelty,
Denver
the
with
game
basketball
particularly "brutal" way (to quote one
"but none of the kids had ever been on
.++++++
two
went
Nehrly
year
About
a
by.
436-2603; Other information, 753-3994.
spacious
Dome.
Super
the
in
Nuggets
is
that.
officer)
had
Turner
they
CIA
seriously
top-level
one. I doubt
Their trip to New Orleans was like a
a
the
of
weeks
Crank,
Eva
member
ago,
The Society's address is: Humane
Issel
Dan
great
Kentucky
Former
engineering the separations; ses„ond,
ever seen a passenger train. We
picnic, Ray said. They had brought
society, noticed a gray cat eating from Society of Calloway County, P.O. Box
it
but
Nuggets,
the
with
playing
was
_
see
to
_
them
len
nicefor
he
_stripping
in
the
.
thoughtiLwould
along _ coffee and sandwiches, not
danger Implicit
a garbage can near "her home at Fox 2934,) University StatiOn, Murray,
was exciting Pete-Marovich who tossed
foreign posts (including the highly _ what it was like."
knowing what to expeet-in "the-way of
Meadows. He was weak and emaciated, Kentucky 42071.
in the winning goal for the home team.
_
++++++
sensitive post in Bonn)of the best, most
food services on the trains today, but
and
obViousry far from home: She touring
the
see
to
tried
even
They
experienced operatives in the CIA.
Leaving home late the Wednesday
there was a "cafe car" aboard. It had a
asked Keith Heim if he Could board the
King Tut exhibit at one of the city's
A footnote: Adding a new Byzantine
sandwich bar, beverages and tables for
night before Thanksgiving Day, they
cat uhtll it -could be nursed back to
10,000
like
something
but
museums,
dimension to Turner's undoubted
drove to Fulton where -thiir were to
games.
health and a home found for it.
people were lined up trying to do the
ability to alienate his CIA subordinates
catch The HMO's Central's Panama
"The courtesy of the Amtrak emHeim,added the cat alias rotating
fat
as
from
.coming
many
thing,
same
chief
as
for
the- ployees was outstanding," Ray said.
in his double-edged use of Wells
Limited at 2:30 a. m. Thursday
0
In his tool shed, and begitiiTo try
"zoo"
and
after
Chicago
Washington
_away
as
bgtchetmito lle.word is out inRiciP the -10-hour trip to.New_ Orleans._ Their "The -conductor --patiently-explained
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a
a
if
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remember
gray
to
5
a
TheFelias
there.
it
missed
having
A transportation study will be made
everything to us and you could see that
CIA that Turrler is new looking for the
round-trip family plan ticket had cost
cat in the vicinity of the Crank home. in Murray by the Kentucky Highway
6-hour wait, Ray -said, and they couldn't
"right" replacement of Wells to run the
them $222, as compared with a $544.10 there was a high degree of discipline
He happened to think of the Bakers' Department with the aid of a consulting
spare the time.
aboard. Anyone giving them any
once-essential clandestine service.
air fare, and they had been assigned to
search for Nuisance, and on firm. Murray is the first of 24 cities in
desperate
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TITO'S TWO FACES
a specific car on the train,- although it trouble would be put off."
a hunch'called them. Chances were not
It was on their streetcar ride along
the state to be studied by the DepartThe train stopped in Dyersburg and
The problem posed by Marshal Tito
was first-come-first-served open goody-but
The
was
it
airy.
Bakers
worth
came
that
Raybo
Street,
young
-Canal
'
ment.
pointed-up
was
Memphillif Tennessee, six times in
for U. S. foreign policy
seating in it.
thought so too, and he took the cat to
face to face for the first time with the
Deaths reported include Mrs. May
this year when Yugoslavia secretly sent
their home.
shabbier side of-the cities and a glaring
Carter, age 73, Mrs. Homer Williams,
American tanks to revolutionary,
At first, the Bakers could not be sure. age 84, and John Thomas Gibson.
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product
final
the
of
example
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Marxist Ethiopia in violation of U. S.
Their cat had been sleek and fat; this
brewer's art.
Col. Elf Birdsong and William
law.
Its ,Itst• I rump
cat
was skin and bones, and very
disheveled,
dirty,
a
stop,
one
At
Harvey are new members of the
nun
weak. While they pondered, the cat,
smelly fellow, down on his luck and
Murray Rotary Club.
knowing
climbed
agood deal when he found one,
wine,
of
overload
an
carrying
Prof. Robert K. Baar has announced
_
finished off a bowl of milk and fell
aboard, stumbled along the aisle and
that the Murray State Unlversity Choir
asleep on Jane's lap.
tumbled into the seat beside the little,
and Chorus will combine forces for a
Charles and Jane decided to keep the
wild-eyed Raybo, who had never seen
program on December -3 at the Lovett
cat for a day or two' until they could
anyoneln that cOnditioti back home in
Auditorium, Murray State.
compare photos of Nuisance with-the
Calloway County--and on the road to
Mildred Hodge, Bobbie Garrison,
foundling.
cat
Meanwhile,
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Tobacco.
foods.
Powell, Wanda Nance, Katherine:
Betty
exotic
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other
President
from
(Excerpts
make himself at home at the Bakers
Lax, Anna Huie, Nell Markovich, Betty
Requirements for on-site inspection
Veto message):
and to display certain traits and habits
Back home and gathered around
toixon, Joye Rowland, Sandra Thomof 'foreign processing facilities by
"I am returning, without -my
reminiscent of Nuisance.
their new Fisher stove in the family
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mandatory
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By The
check with his favorite vet, Dr. Warner,
talking about another train trip, this
Magic Tri-League last week.
domesticated rabbits slau tered for Republic of China a major exporter of
Today is Thursday, Dec. 1, the 335th
removed all doubt. Apparently.
time to the West Coast _
domesticated rabbit meat to the United
human food and for other purposes...
day of 1977. There are 30 days left in the
Nuisance had made a long journey, for
possibility,"
the
exploring
"We're
general
States.
"In my view, the costs to the
year.
the pads on his feet. were worn and sore.
Ray said, "of tieing the plan theyshava
The -primary beneficiaries of this
history:
taxpayer associated with H.R. 2521
Today's highlidin-7%
now-under which yoti can take your car --Perhaps he had been making his way
- Murray and Calloway County got its
special interest legislation would be a
On this date in 1918, the Serbi, Croats cannot be justified on several grounds':
home when he was found. Perhaps he
along on the train anti get it off for One
first taste of real winter during the past 7
A voluntary inspection program few large Processors of rabbit meat
and Slovenes united to form the nation
or two-day side trips along the way."
two days when the temperature
operated by the Department of which would no longer he required to
of Yugoslavia.
reached a low of 20 degrees. Light snow
"Yeah! Yeah! Yeah! echoed Gail,
Agriculture, but paid for by the reimburse the Federal Goveriient for
On this date:
and,Raybo.."We'd
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Apianda,
was also reported in the area.
required
services
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The
wholesomeness. Moreover,
signed by the United States and the
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them with a 3-5-1 record for the season.-4- -4Federal payments for the inspection of
Formosa.
Gary Cooper, Audrey Hepburn, and !!
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In 1958, a fire in a parochial school in
Maurice Chevalier are starting in
ROOTS COMMENT
Chicago took the lives of 87 students and
"Love In The Afternoon" which is now
Television network nightly news
three Roman Catholic nuns.
showing at the Varsity Theatre.
commentators referred smirkingly to
In 1965, 75 Cuban refugees were flown
the President's veto of the "Rabbit"
way,for 1St( years, I know how difficult
My old friend at the stables, the
to Miami, beginning an exodus of
bill. No reasons were given for the veto
Dear Editor:
it is to recruit a player te Murray State
thousands of Cubans permitted to flee retired Wyoming cowboy, opines that
Another example of Network "News"
Those of you who saw Howard Cosell Univ., which among other draw-backs,
their Communist-governed homeland.
the typical politician makes him think
R. 13, Parker,
M. Perry, R. B.
on the Good Morning America show last has no direct. transportation to the
as an entertainment medium
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Do Fans Underestimate Opponents? Randall Thinks So

MSU Hits 61 Percent, To
Escape Scrappy Bethel
won by only four points the Wednesday evening in the
other night over a place called Sports Arena over Bethel.
"I can't understand why
Midwestern.
wants to under.
everyone
State
Murray
at
And
University, a lot of people are estimate the teams we play,'
losing hope for the Racers said 6-8 junior forward John
being an OVC contender, all Randall, who fired in 14 points
because of a little place down and pulled off 12 rebounds in
the road which Bob Hope one of his better performances
helped put on the map: Bethel of his career at Murray.
That team got back down
College.
Murray State shot 61 per the floor On defense better
cent from the field, had 15 than any team we played last
more rebounds and yet came year. We don't play any bad
out only a 75-72 winner teams. We have talent but
everyone else has some too. If
we.go up and _beat Indiana or
we win at Kansas or even
Samfdrd, all the people there
are going to be wondering who
we are and what's wrong wtth
their team," Randall added is
he wiped the sweat from hie
drenched body.
Randall had just finished
exploding on the boards in the
'final few minutes of the game
and helped the Racers pull out
to a 75-64 lead with just over
two minutes left to play. But
then, things got a little sloppy.
The Racers made a couple
of costly turnovers and
Randall missed an attempted
dunk shot and on another
attempted dunk, was hit for a
technical because he accidentally hung on the rim.
However, those things will
happen and there was no harm
done as the rest of Randall's
play was enough for the price
of admission.
We had a couple of sloppy
passes and of course John
missed the two dunks, which
he usually makes. But really,
we should have scored the last
eight points of the game, then
it would have been 83-64 and
people could have said we
blew them out," Overton said.
But they were a fine
ballclub. It was their biggest
game of the year, we're the
big school up the road from
them and they brought along a
DR. STYLE — "InIun John" Thirdkill floated for 10 feet on
good crowd. They are a superthis dunk shot, which was caught by the camera a second too
coached team with tremensoon. Thirdkill had two impressive slam dunks in the contest
dous discipline and they
and brought the crowd to its feet both times.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Besides scraping icicles off
their noses, what are people
. around the_ campus of the
University of Minnesota
doing? They are probably still
looking at maps and trying to
figure out where in the heck
Eastern Kentucky University
is at.
At Memphis, besides still
mourning over Elvis, people
are singing the blues because
Memphis State University

a'technical
JOHN GOT THIS ONE — Though he did manage to miss a dunk shot and once hod
Randall
John
boll,
the
dunking
tried
he
rim
when
the
on
hanging
accidentally
for
him
called on
his razwith
hopping
body
student
the
left no doubt about this one. The electrifying Randall kept
play.
d
zle-dazzle and fast-pace
(Puff Pitotos by Nib. Ilrundon)
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FOR CHRISTMAS
Prices Good Fri. & Sat. Only
Ladies Leather
Rei4 3145 to S150

JUST $.
10
0
"
Royal Traveler 8.Silhouette

Samsonite Luggage

50%

OFF

Lades

Sportswear

25 to 50% Off

2*

assists.
Isie staited. clickliitin

Bobo Jackson

3-7

-11remme
ny Thfrtildil'11
thk.,.
34
second half. Coach Overton Lenny Barber
1-1
told us some things at halftime Robert Kelly2-2
36-59
Totals
that made a lot of sense. He
Bethel
4urra y

told us what we would have to

0-0 20-0 3
14 9
34 0
0-0 0
0-0 3
3-4 37
33
40

3 8
2 6
3 13.
1 o
2 2
2 4
22 75
39-72
35-75

§t,,A ,AgtraQ§Aa-AAQ-a-Str,APA*A§tfr-AaiA-§§g:StfrA6Wz-,A§A§2-SriA

Men s

Shirts
Domestic

played a beautiful defensive do in order to get down the
floor quicker against them
game.
"But I've never had a team and I think we did much better
go at it harder on defense than in doing that in the second
we did tonight: We set back half," Randall said.
Bethel was led by 6-4 Melvin
and played with a lot of intensity and didn't gamble a Waller who fired in 24 points
lot. The one thing that con- while 6-7 center Chris Grayson
cerned me though was we had 21 and 6-4 guard Donald
didn't check as well on the Bobbitt 13.
Though Murray did get
defensive boards as I would
have liked for us to but we're some fine individual perworking on that," Overton formances, the odds are the
Racers would probably have
said.
Bethel, which came into the wen by a considerably larger
game with 5-0 record, never margin had 6-4 forward'
led in the game. However, Donnell Wilson been able to
they were never down by more play. _.
Wilson twisted an ankle
than 14 and thatvame early in
Monday in the win over Pine
the second half.
Murray led just 28-27 with Bluff and did not dress out.
4:29 left in the opening half but Against Pine Bluff, Wilson had
Overton made some ad- 18 points and 10 %bounds.
Wilson and Warren will get
justments and brought in
some fresh players who their homecomings Saturday
helped the R(ers kick out to when the two Birmingham,
an 11-point lead before settling Alabama, natives return
for a 40-33 lead at in- home as the Racers take on
Samford University.
termission.
Samford, you may recall,
One of those players was 6-5
freshman Robert Kelly who in went to Knoxville Monday and
his limited time, scored four lost 83-79 to Tennessee. If you
points, had three rebounds, an like to compare scores, then if
assist and a steal. Also im- Murray goes to Samford and
pressive was freshman guard wins by five, the Racers are a
David Lowry, who late in the point better than Tennessee.
game made a beautiful feed to (That's not even allowing for
"Injun John" Thirdkill who homecourt advantages). So
rammed home his second for those of you who are
comparing the Racers with
dunk of the game.
_ Steady Mike Muff, coming Lane Colleges Lee and
through with his usual per- Mississippi Industrial (teams
formance, hit on 'nine of 12 which Bethel had beaten),
from the field and finished then take that one on the chin.
with 20 points while 6-11 center
Cape
Danny Jarrett.hit_six of eight
fg-fga ft-fta rb Pf tP
from the field, grabbed nine Melvin Waller .9.16 6-7 4 4 24
rebounds and fired in 13 Dale DeMoss....3-14 0-3 106 02 216
34
Chrts Grayson...9-16
points.
4-4 2 2 8
24
Greg Hall
1-1 0 3 13
6-9
..
Bobbitt
Donald
Jimmy Warren added 10.
2940 14-20 23 11 72
Totals
points while ruhningmate
Morns State
Bobo Jackson itio-we-d some of
fg4ga ft-Ha rb pf tp
Mike Muff
9-12 2-2 1 1 20
his potential as he finished John
7-11 0-0 12 3 14
Randall
with six points and had three Jimmy Warren 540 0-0 3 2 16
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24 vds-for
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Motorists Should Use Care As
Weekend Road Race To Be Here

Sonics Score Nine Points In
Last Quarter But Still Win

•

Motorists in the area are asked to drive with extreme
caution Saturday as Murray State University will be hosting
a "four by three-mile relay."
Four runners,on a team will eaeh run a three-mile course.
.There-witt-be-both high sitlout and tmtverslty eusupthluite
along with an open division for men and women athletes.
The course starts in the parking lot at Roy Stewart
Stadium. The runners will run north up Highway 641 and turn
left on to Stadium View Drive then run to North 16th Street
Extended. The runners will then cross Highway 121 run and
follow it back to the stadium.
There will not be policemen on the route ttut there will be
some officials of the race who at times, will be controlling
traffic for a matter of only a few seconds.
Again, motorists are urged to exercise extreme care as
well as showing courtesy.
The first stage of the race will begin with thilliiiverSity andhigh school women running at 10:30 a.m.
Then at 12:30 p.m., the high school men's division will be
held. There will be two teams from Clarksville Northwest
along with teams from Obion Central, Henderson County,
Henry County, Owensboro Senior and Jackson CentralMerry.
The university and open division will be held at 2:30 p.m.
the MSU Racers will have a total of five teams entered and
Austin Peay will enter one team. Also, Paducah Community
College and the Memphis State track club will.enter teams as
will a group of former MSU runners called "Still Kicking"
and the Murray Marathoners may also enter a team.
- The first three teams in each division willseceive a teeshirt and the fastest three individuals in ..q.ch division will
also be presented with a shirt.

•••

35
woidi
GOING TO THE BOARDS - John Randall (21) of the Racers sweeps off another rebound, one of
his 12 in the contest Randall tossed in 14 points in the Racer victor)

Give -Ifim-a--C fit 0

.1444 114 -

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Hank Raymonds says you
shoulchtt believe everything
you read in the newspapersespecially if it's about his
Marquette basketball team.
"I get tired of reading this
stuff that we should win by 30
points," says the rookie Marquette coach. "Basketball is
still a game between two
teams and anything can
happen. It shouldn't happen,
but it can."
._,For a while Wednesday
night, Rayrnonds wasn't so
sure that his fourth-ranked
team would be able to beat to.
St. Thomas of Minnesota by
any score. But the Warriors
finally straightened out and
won by more than the ex-

Mississippi 81,
UNCProvidence 57, Louisville 51
Rhode Is1and-11k Brown 59 Charlotte 64
N Carolina 90, Oregon St 64
Rutgers 81, Seton Hall 76
St.
Bonaventure
84, NW Louisiana 69, Arkansas
St 66
Scranton 74
W Kentucky 82, Evansville
Syracuse 101, Connecticut61
72
Vermont 79, Norwich 54
William & Mary 72, W VirVillanova 61, Phila. Textile
ginia 61
57
Kansas 99, Fordham 67
Alabama 92, S Carolina 67
Loyola, Illinois 70, MinClemson 101, Furman 83
E Tennessee St 80, Appala- nesota 66
Marquette 80, St. Thomas,
chian St 63
Fairmont St 94, W Liberty St Minn. 45
Miami, Ohio 84, Otterbein 60
82
Georgia Southern-- 75, . Michigan 117, E Michigan 69
Notre Dame 98, Baylor. 57
Georgia St.73_ .
Ohio St 108, Stetson 71
Georgia Tech -8U,
4 -Troy Si 69
LSU 83, Washington 58
Ball St 88. Butler 79

93(ass
cLantegt
RESTAURANT
AURORA, KENTUCKY

Dave Batton powered Notre
pectecl margin, 80-45.
"It's very difficult to get Dame over Baylor. Batton, a
kids up when they read in the 6-foot-9 forward, hit nine of 10
newspapers that they should shots from the floor and added
win *by 30," said Raymonds two free throws for his gameafter the victory in the college high total.
basketball opener for the
Dwight Williams scored 19
defending NCAA champions.
The Toms, who play in the points and Bob Misevicius had
Minnesota Intercollegiate 16 to power Providence over
Athletic Conference, held Louisville. The Friars held
their own in the first half seven-foot Rick Gallon to nine
against Raymonds' powerful points.
independents, taking threeElsewhere, Navy upset
point leads three times shortly
Princeton 60-57 behind Jack
before intermission.
Stumborg's 19 points; Kelvin
Then Ftayrnonds made some
Ransey's 22 points led Ohio
lineup changes at the start of
State over Stetson 108-71;
the second half which helped
Kansas *hipped Fordham-.99turn the game around.
67 as Donnie Von Moore and
Seeking more quickness, he
Mo., Fowler sparked a 17-0
replaced starting guard Jim
scoring spree in the second
Boylan with Gary Rosenhalf; Andre. Wakefield's two
berger and center Jerome
free throws with 16 seconds
Whitehead with Odell Ball.
left helped Loyola of Chicago
In other games involving the
beat Minnesota 70-66; Stan
ranked teams, No. 2 North
Atorne's 24 points powered
Qui:blink blasted Oregon.State
Clemson over Furman 101-83
90-64; No.3 Notre Dame whipand Joe Kyles scored 24 points
ped Baylor 98-57; Providenceto pace Mississippi to an upset
shocked No. 9 Louisville 57-51;
81-64 decision over North
No. 12 Syracuse crushed Con- Carolina-Charlotte.
necticut 101-61; No. 13
Michigan defeated Eastern
Michigan 117-69 and No. IS
Alabama...turned -hick- SOUth
Carolina 90.67.
Mike O'Koren scored 20
points as North Carolina's
fastbreaking offense overpowered -Oregon State for the
second time in five days. The
Tar Heels had beaten the
Beavers Saturday night.
A 20-point performance by

Lindsey's Jewelers

4 Wheel Drive Pu

Saturday,Dec. 10,7:30 p.m.

Western Kentucky's
Most, Qnique Restaurant!
featuring

AT WORTH CALLOWAY
(Tuesday)
Eighth Grade Girls
Southwest
2 2 7 10--21
Natth
0 4 4 t-tI--- -SOULhwegt 121 - Barrow 7, Miller 2.
Cothran 12. Anderson, Coles and Murdock.
North 11- Lamb 6, Hoke 5. Crick.
Tremblay. Todd and Garner.
Ft2111111 Grads toys
Southwest8 12 - '5 8-33 North
9 4 II 7Th
Southwest 331 - Miller 12, Key 6. Butterworth 2, Tipton 3, Sheridan 7. Dunlap
1 and Carraway.
North r 31 -- Starks 3. Lovett 20.
Workman 6, Alexander 2, Ddrnell, Lone,
and-Wefts.
The North girls are 0-1 and will play at
Mayfield tonight. The North bbvs are
alsh1141 and will play at Mayfield tOnight.
The Southwest boys are 2-0 and will play
at home against Murray Middle on
December 42. The Southwest girls are 11 and will also host MMS Dec 12

Scheduled Your Christmas Party Yet?
Closing For The Season December 22
Reopen in late March
CAROL AND DICK THOMAS

By BOB GREENE
Washinton posted its sixth viePistons 104, Laker. 98
_ Ap sports. writer
in its last seven games.
DetrOit blew an 18-point lead
Lenny wakens. magic tnuph;,---lbe Spurs were Paced by before rebounding behind Bob
has returned to the National George Gervin, who finished Lanier and Al Skinner to down
with 20 points.
the Lirkers. The Lakers led 93Basketball Association.
Bucks 120, Pacers 113
92 with less than three minutes
The new Seattle coach
Marques Johnson's 21 points remaining in the game when
watched his Sonics score just
nine ixiints in the final period paced 0 balanced Sebrki.t.at- Lanier and Skinner combined
Wednesday night, yet Seattle tack as Milwaukee staved off for all but two of Detroit's
edged the Kings 8644
d
a efla
eatet rally
final points.
the PbayceIrnsdia
. Bnariaton
3010
Lanier finished
Seattle,
a little more than Winters added 20, Kent
SOCCER
we usually do," staid Wilkens, Benson 19 and David Meyers
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia -a --tn-rrnir alai guard Ind 17 for'the Bucks.
Spain defeated Yugoslavia 1-0
Braves 105, Hawks 93
playercoach who was named
Ruben Cano's goal in the
on
spurt
A
sparked
first-period
to replace Coach Bob Hopkins
earlier in the day. "But I knew by Billy Knight and Chuck 70th minute of play to qualify
we couldn't put anything new Williams ignited Buffalo's for the World Om soccer
in. There just wasn't time for victory over Atlanta. The championship next year in
Binratnveessecosndedpea
us
lea
ed Argentina.
t.
LA PAZ, Bolivia - Hungary
period and
"But we did improvise a
defeated
Bolivia 3-2 to gain a
the
clock
rest
of
the
the
way.
couple of things and I thought
Knight took scoring honors berth in the 1978 World Cup__
we handled them pretty well."
With 32 points while-Williams soccer championships in
Gus William's had 24 points
Argentina'
for the SuperSonics while Otis
Birdsong led Kansas City with
'a
•
211 Pointli-' •
_
Center Darryl Dawidns'ii5;
foot jumper with three
seconds
left
capped
Philadelphia's second-half
rally and gave the 76ers their
victory over New Orleans is
an NBA single-game record_
crowd of 35,077 watched in the
New Orleans Superdome. The
76ers scored 10 points in the
final 90 seconds.
Doug Collins scored 20
points to lead Philadelphia
while New Orleans forward
Leonard Robinson took
scoring honors with 30 points.
Celtics 98, Bulls 92
Veterans Dave Bing and
Dave
Cowens
sparked
Boston's fourth-period rally.
Bing broke a tie midway
through the final quarter and
Cowens scored eight points
down the stretch to pace the
Celtics.
Whatever the features a man wants in a billfold, Cameo
Bing finished with 21 points,
has the model for him. Choose from these, and other
high for tliv..Coltim while..
-populdr models . 7-gioich with femous-Comoo
Artis Gilmore had 32 for
craftsmanship. We have them in an assortment of quality
Chicago.
leathers, in latest colors...
Bullets 116, Spurs 105
Mitch Kiipchak tallied 26
From
$6.50
points to lead Washington's
victory over San Antonio. Phil
Chenier added 24 points as

For Reservations Call: 502 - 474-277
Except Saityays)

Tkelkasys.Lantefil
AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048

West Ky. Exposition Center
All Proceeds will go to the
Legion Baseball
Tickets Available At:
West Ky., Expo. Center,

rt

mans Worid,--- -

PiotsitcAM
Dennison Hunt
,
- Admission Adults '4.00, Students'300, Children (6-12) s2"
Five (5) vehicles constitute a class. Three classes by weight in twON(2)
divisions as follows - plus open class. Winner take all-in- 7,000 pound
maximum class.

at

The Murray
Chiropractice Center
1)03 Sycamore Street
Murray, Kentucky

Admission Adults 04", Students 0300, Children (6-12)'2"

Meet with Dr Byron L. Thacker and Dr. Charles

L. Boulton and their,
slie,AArs.•yer/ene Joseph, Therapist and Tommy Outland

3500 Pounds Under Stock
5500 Pounds Under Stock
6500 Pounds Undr Stock
lst-5150.00
3500 Pounds Under Modified
2nd-5100.00
5500 Pounds Under Modified
6500 Pounds Under Modified
3rd-550.00
%
-11/eitbt .to include driver', safety equipment - 200 pound tolerance will be allowed

SATURDAY,DECEMBER 3,1977
3-5 PM
by and see our facility and let our fine staff wish you a happy and
healthy HViday Season and the best of everything in the up-corning year.. •

Come

,

75‘Telphon 3-9909
• 1.i. -

••.
• .

•

•

• t
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Jackie Jo Mounts: 28 Rebounds, 27 Points
Ss
,er

Petrie Hits At Buzzer,
Lady Racers Edge Vandy

--....NotownoilamWilate

BOBO FOR TWO - Bobo Jackson of the Racers fires up two
of his six points in the Racers

win over Bethel College.

Jackson, a transfer from North Carolina State, has outstanding
speed and with cViw more games should be putting on some
fine exhibitions.

(Stott Photos by Mike Bnindon)

.

If Jackie Mounts can't beat
a team one way, then she'll
find another way to do it.
Mounts, a 6-0 junior center,
had already fired in 27 points
and had matched the total in
rebounds as the Murray State
women were deadlocked 78-78
with host Vanderbilt Wednesday night.
Vandy had the ball and
missed a shot. Mounts then
grabbed her 28th rebound with
.just eight seconds left and
headed down toward the other
end of the floor.
Mounts reached the lane
and was covered up but
,dumped the ball off.to freshman Laura Petrie who got the
shot off just as the buzzer
sounded. The ball fell in the
basket and the Lady Racers
pulled off a hard-fought, wellplayed 80-78 win over the
Commodores.
Mounts, who had scored 29
points in a game at the Tipoff
Tournament at Middle Tennessee where she was named
to the All-Tourney Team, was
unstoppable.
Murray opened the game
with a fullcourt press and
spurted to a 12-0 lead. And in
the first 10 minutes, the
Racers hit 80 per cent from the
field in building up a 17-point
lead against the once-beaten
Vandy five. Vandy came into
the contest with four wins,
.having lost to powerful

T.ennessee State.
.
The Commodores, known
for their outside shooting
skills, had little success
during the first part of the
opening half. But ,then, the
Racers' cooled'
- from
their 80 per cent clip and
Vandy began hitting, both
from the field and at the line.
In fact, it was the free throw
shooting that kept Vandy in
the game. In thy first half,
they hit 10 of 10 and finished
the game with 16 of 19.
By halftime, the 17-point
Racer lead had all but
vanished and Murray State
Went into the intermission
with a 42-38 lead.
- —
For the rest of the game, it
went back andiorthfroniW
points to fotIV points. Only
once did the Rsters lead by as much as six.
"We, were
bothered
somewhat. in the first half by
their press and we got into
some foul trouble," said
Racer coach Jean Smith. "In the second half, we
handled the press much better
but they had a large crowd
there and they really intimidated us. Every time we
went to the free throw line
they were screaming," Smith
added.
Murray held a 72-70 lead
with 30 seconds left in the
game When Vandy tied the
score. Then the Racers threw

the ball away with 17 seconds
left and Vandy had a chance to
win in regulation but the
Racer defense rose to the
occasion and the Commodores
weren't even able to get a shot
off before the' horn sounded.
You would think with the
way Vandy came back, they'd
have the momentum going in
the overtime," Smith said.
Vandy did, at least for the
first two minutes.
The Commodores scored a
field goal then hit two free
throws for a 76-72 lead before
the Racers kicked into gear
and tied it. Finally, with just
39 seconds left in the game,
the. Racers tied it again as
guard Cindy Barrix scored to
makeii 78 iiiiiiere-,—settifig the
stage for Mounts' 'gamewinning assist to Petrie.
We had the tempo for the
whole game,except when they
grabbed the momentum at the
opening of the overtime. But
we held our composure, fought
agbinst it and turned the
momentum back around and
swung the game to us," Smith
said.
We made our share of
mistakes, which hurt us at
points, but we stayed in there
and got it.. All of our starters
played beautiful games,"
Smith added.
Vandy had previously
beaten Mississippi State by 16
points, a team which defeated
the Racers by the same
margin in Murray's opening
.
_
game
of the season,
_
•
ATLANTA
APi- Here is The
esides Mounts, the Racers
Associated Press All-Southeastern Conhad offensive punch from
ference'footbalfteam for lot
Its-I ii,
Barrix who fired in 18 points
Wide receivers - Wes Chandler, while freshman guard Laura
Florida. 6-1, iss. senior, New Smyrna Lynn added 14 points. The
Beach. Fla.; Martin Cox, Vanderbilt, 6-0.
Racer women still finished
175. senior,Fort Lauderdale. Fla
Tight end - Gozzie Newsome, Alabama. over 50 per cent from the field
210, senior, Leighton, Ala
as they hit on 38 of 74 field goal
Tackles - Robert Dugas. Louisiana
State, 6-4, 261, junior. Luling, La.; Jim attempts.
Bunch, Alabama,6-2, 233. sophomore. MeMurray will make the long
chanicsville, V a
Guards - Tom Dornbrook. Kentucky. 6- trip today to the Covington
2.227. senior. Pittsburgh, Pa Lynn Johnarea where the Racers will go
son, Auburn,6-2 264, senior Dozier, Ala
..eemgc.„..theeziksicpben.somabaaja, Against ..a,t_oash._N_orthern
6-3, 224. sophomore, Hampton, Va.
Quarterback - Derrick Ramsey. Ken- Kentucky University team
lucky. 6-5. =.senior. Camden, N
Friday night.
•
backs - Charles Alexander. Louisiana State, 6-1. 215, junior, Galveston,

The Racers will wind their
way back home with a game
at Louisville Saturday.
The next home game will be
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the MSU
Sports Arena as the Racer
women, now 2-2 on the season,
host talented Eastern Kentucky.

Par null
Machirs
Burns
Lynn
WW1t,
Blackbur,
Hughs,
Pit ri,

McGinn
Morrow
Jordan ...
Floyd .
Lawrence
Ma91dox
Totals
Murray
Vandy

Murray State
fg-fga ft-fta
4-9 0-0
.2-8 0-0
9-17 0-0
, 7-13 0-2
12-21 3-7
.0-0 1-2
2-3 0-0
2-3 0-0
38-74 4-11

11011WHINHOIS
For gifts that really turn him on, turn to the store
where he'd-shop for himself: fight here.
We've a happy wrap-up of the season's leading fashions
backed by a reputation fcir quality and attentrve personal service.
Whether it's shirts, ties'. sweaters. sportswear.
or outerwear it's so much easier to find the right thing
when you come to the right place

h.
.ch
a

ha
thhe
an

rb pt tp
_5 5 8
2 5 4
5 2 18
5 2 14
28 3 27
2 1 1
2 4
"0 1 4
48 21 80

II'

Vanderbilt
-fg,tga ft-fts rtS-pf tp
9-19
2-2 2 1 20
5-25
2-2
0 12
3-4
4-4 7 5 10
9-28
44.----O.-28
1-3
0-1 8 4 2
• 4-4 4-4 8 2 12
3/-78 16-19 42 12 78
42 30 8-80
38 34 6-78

15:5 t-Z:5

Mt MI15:t

Os

S'Zi

GOOD GAME FOR THE BIG MAN — Murray's 6-11 center
Danny Jarrett (55) hits this jump shot for two of his 13 points.
He had nine rebounds. Defending for Bethel is 6-7 center Chris
Grayson who fired in 21 points for the Wildcats.
VS:S MS Mt

IsZI

Is=

-- 15:4

sizi

Optimist Club

g

g•

Christmas Tree Sale

ssz secs ssz(ssatsszl

444,
g4/
1

Dec. 3rd-Dec. 22
9:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Burger Queen and
Boone Coin Laundry
Parking Lot. North 12th

All-SEC Team

CINTIeM

du
C
let
of
"th

1

I

We Appreciate
Your Support
All Proceeds Support
Youth Activities in
Murray & Calloway C,ounty-

a
AM

I

MIEft=ta(

VAI

a

111‘152119 SU VSZC MESW BS Ng

Tt;12( Nt=i WitIgt0:1sacgamma vs=

Tex ; Johnny Davis.'Alabama, 6-1, 227,
senior, Montgomery. Ala
Kicker - Jorge Portella. Auhurn,-s-s,
sophmre,182.
Miami. Fla
f
Ends--- Art Still, Kentucky-, 6-7, 247,
senior, Camden, N. J.: George Plasketes,
• Mississippi. 6-2. 218, senior, New Riverside, Ill.
Tackles Gillard. Mississippi
State,6-5,255. senior. Falicner, Miss.: Ronnie Swoopes, Georgia. 6-3. 245, senior,
Florence, Ala
Middle guard - Scott Hutchinson,
Florida,6-4, 244.senior. Winter Park. FJs
tin-enacirPrs - Ben Itimbiasi. Georgia':
6-1, 210, senior. Macon. Ga . Freddie
Smith, Auburn. 5-11. 207, sophomore.
Athens. Ala.; Ed Smith, Vanderbilt, 6-3,
220, junior, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Scot
Brantley, Fforida, 6-2, 225, sophomore.
pcala, Fla.
-tacks - Mike Sigancis, Kentuelty. 5-9,
185. senior, Norwalk, Conn
Dallas
Owens, Kentucky, 6-0, 194, Senior. Lexington, Ky.: James McKinney, Auburn, 511, 189. sophomore,Sulligent, Ala
•
Punter -Craig Colquin. Tennessee,6-0.
190. seni6r.Knorgilli. Tenn. -

NHoovER
onvertible
114

11FREEwith
TooLs

The Hoover
Dial-A-Matic with
Automatic
Power Drive!

II Ill

\-4
Wide receivers - Dave Trosper, KentuCky; CartoS Carson, Louisiana State
...Tight end - Curtis Weathers. Mississippi
Tackles - Mark Trogdon, Mississippi
State, Brent Watson, Tennessee
Guards-George Collins, Georgia: Randy Waite. mtssissmpi.
Center - Robert Shaw, Tennessee
Quarterback - Jeff Rutledge. Alabama
Running backs - Tony Nathan,
Alabama: Tony Green,Florida
•Kiciter Berj.Yeprettsian, Florida. I

1,1

Hoover's Most
Powerful
Convertible

••• -

Wayne Hamilton. Arabama.
John Adams. I ouisiana State.
Tackles - Marty Lyons, Alabama;
Jerry Blanton. Kentucky
Middle guard - Richard Jaffe, Kentucky.
Linebackers - Kern Coleman,
Xissisapti_ Charlie Williams. Florida;
Barry KraussTATraina.----Backs - Mike Tucker, Alabama; Bill
Krug, Georgia: Bernard Wilson, Vanderbilt.
Punter - Jim Miller, Miisissippi
, is its Iiii sri,'\
Ends

I

SWEATERS

SUITS
KINGSRIDGE

ARNOLD PALMER
PURITAN
THANE

PALM BEACH
JOHNNY CARSON

COLLAGEMAN
PEN DLETON

H. FREEMAN
HAMMONTON PARK

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

SHIRTSHATHAWAY
GANT
HOUSE OF YORKE
MANHATTAN
NICOLA MANCINI

GIVE A TRAD GIFT CERTIFICATE

Merry
Christmas
Murray
SAW

Ifs,

Wide receiker - Mardye McDole,
Mississippi State,
Tight ends-- ReggieHarper. Tennessee,
Rick Neal. Alabama.
Tackles - David Forrester. Florida
Mike Birdsong, Vanderbilt, Richard JaFdine. Kentucky.
Guards - Bob Cryder and David Sadler,
Alabama: Craig Dube, MU; Steve Kiefer,
Florida; Dan Fowler,Kentucky
Centers - Mark Totten. Florida: Marvin Trott, Auburn; Jay Whitley.!SU.
Quarterbacks - Bruce Threadgffl,
Mississippi State; Terry LeCount,
Florida. Tim Ellis, Mississippi; Mike
Wright, Vanderbilt
Running barks - Kevin Mcloe and
Willie McClendon, Georgia; Joe Cribto
and Robert Andrews, Auburn; Dennis
Johnson, Mississippi State. James Storey,
Mississippi. Kelsey Finch, Tennessee.
Kickers - Roger Chapman. Alabama:
Dove Mailer, Mississippi State: kloppy
Langley,, Mississippi; M ke Conway,1SU

Hoover,
BROILER/FRY PAN

$3000

The Top Broils,
The Middle Fries/Bakes

$15.00 OFF

1111 5.1

"M..46,1(1414, litirrrrel
Um- 1,erotIrnirr, rind Scholars-

tt4a5Sopft4
tiFT tiiii inn MOatfir-

.31
-

In NAtilitAn.
I 114-torirlirrsv Phone 442-7306

—

Ends -- Raymond Peyton, Mississippi
State: Lew Sibley, ISU: Bob Rhodes,
Alabama
Tackles -Dennis Harrison. Vanderbilt .
Charlie edge and Lawrence Johnson,
Mississippi. David Hannah, Alabama
James Ramey, Kentucky. Danny Jenkins,
Tennessee. Melvin Flournoy,Florida.
Middle guards - Jim Noonan. Tennessee; Ten-s Jones, A labanha,
LinetkocKers Steve Ripple, ISL.. Mike
Martin, Kentucky; Dewey Mitchell and
Rick Wingo, Alabania; Mike Lawrence. J•
Mississippi:State .
Racks -- Kenny Joivisori-iind myitru
Dayison, Mississippi State: Mike Kramer.
AZalkittlr
_Henderson:- .
,.
Willie Tealja
art
irTackie Cann:I:Tr'
Rees Williams. Tennessee, Rick
Annelle'
-- Alan Williams, Florida.
,

FULL TIME

EDGE CLEANING
VISA'

PAUL WINSLOW'S
-

lAY AWAY

Olympic Rliz4,-11_12tk St_ .•

. Factory Warranty Honored
On Vacuums Purchased
From Us

Fti.4at. LATE - .1`
'We Rep:it Any Vacuum Ever Wade
*AWIL4E4AWAVcA5,4A -RAtIrXR-21eAU4:014=iln%*AP
AZWAWAttj
$ 4,
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Synopsis: Children did no* always
celebrate Christmas.as they'do today. This is the story of how Santa
Clew come to be. Long ago a mysterious purse was.found otthe home
ofa toymaker named Claw. When
the pairs. wvas opened a strange
vapor escape-I.

"Ii was all
"There never was anything in
it!" scoffed
elder nervously

a

Joke!.

an old man"No gold. No nothing," said
'gather.
They laughed aad-diook their
fihgersatTius forhiiiing fooled
thenr.---"-What-aiwanitsterl" They
.
cned. "Always having fun!"
A little boy standing at Claus'
side opened his mouth wide. wider.
Wider and gave a huge yawn. A
hreese twqx_thunigh_Ciaus! _little.
zit! next....
house,_ out the door, up the
She said "I'm sleepy!" A second
boy said, "I've NEVER been so
.chimney and through the winsleepy!"
't dow cracks.
"I can't keep my eyes open,"
Now it was gone.
complained
another child."I want
The villagers grinned selfto go to bed," Vied another
consciously. They were ashamed to
A moment later, all the children
have been so afraid. They stared at
were yawning and nibbing their
the purse,_Where before it hfl been
fists in their eyes. Before. anyone
and bulging it was now flat
quite knew what was happening,
and empty.
the children were sound asleep on
"You shouldn't have opened
,their feet.
it!" Claus groaned. "I promised
Mothers spoke sharply. They
I'd never open it. Now who knows
shook the children. They said,what will happen!"
"I can't keep my eyea open!""Tin so skepyr'
"For goodness sake!-It's only
"Nothing will happen." said an
mid-day No time for napping. fore
..vec•
You'll never- sleep tonight.
It all began when the purse was
,
:.ftwelioseemagemPlyerwrivv,gtvei,
opened." moaned Claus, "It is my
But it did no good._ Fathers lifted
Every Friday Evening and
the sleeping- children and carried
fault.1 promised never to open it!' . Saturday Specials ;begins 4.pi
.,,J'YoumusiricittLiunt.ymrself.1:
gient home in-their- beds.All day the children slept. And
said Mrs Claus gently. "It was not
m Fri thro Sot 10p m
all night and all the next day. Men
you who opened it.••
blew horns-and pounded drums and
"It comes to the same thing,"
paraded in the village square maksaid Claus. "The purse was in.my
keeping." He picked up the old _
ing
Shake the
black bag and shook it-angily,
houses. Mothers binged pots'and
M-T-IN 6 a.m.-10
"I must find a way to break the
pans in the kitchens and called.
Th•Fi
curse!" he swore. "4 will not rest
"Come to dinner — we're having
Sun. it 4
all your favonte things!" Fathers. until I do!"
leaned over the sleeping children
He flung the bag against the wall.
The clasp broke open and a small
...and promised to play ball or go
brass key fell out and skittered acsledding or climb trees with them if
the floor.
only they would wake.
Tomorrow': Claus Begins a47'rip
But the children slept on.
Meanwhile Claus worked in his
woodcarving shop_ He made a speJUST A DROP ,
cial toy far each child. A clown. A
IN THE BUCKET
doll with moving arms and legs. A
LOMBARD, Ill. (AP) —
tiny horse-drawn cart. A music
America's waterworks are probox; A sled. A doll house. A
, 'checker game. A set of ten pins. ducing water at the rate of 150
gallons per day for every man,
*imething for everyone.
While he wolited Mrs. Claus was woman and child — but not
in the kitchen _mixing and baking many are drinking it, according
.w4
a
to Water. Quality AsSociation,
-niid loading -pantry shelves- w
Dinners include salad bar, choice
Of
the water used in the
gingerbread
men
and
raisin
cakes
loaf of bread
home, only one-half of one perand thocolate tortes and coconut
cent is used for drinking, the
_ patties ind pecan pies. .
-,-irtielitheihildreiriv4g'-‘dte-Y -Associatiort-sari..
- told each Other. "we'll feast and
•
All the Catfish You Can Eat
...give gifts and make rrierty. What a
More than 2,500 varieties of
Includes french fries, role slow, white boons, hushpuppies
time we will have!"
sliced onions
But the children would not wake orchid flourish in New Guinea,
up and, finally, everyone knew a including the giant Vandoplis
with its three-foot leaves and
charm-had been laid on them and
cy were going to -Wen 'perhaps 10-foot spray of blooms.

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BOOS-4E1i ESTATE-1n E. 121II ST., NEWTON

Now.Has A Load Number_

—
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF IIIIRRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY MI MOM —

The Number To Call

heavy

309 N. 16th
753-0303
Close

Open 24 Mrsp.m.

toss

Style Perfect'
Latex WallPaintand
Style Perfect"
Satin Enamel
satin enamel
SALE

CHRISTMAS PRICE BREAK!
/
1 3"/
1
2OFF
REALISTIC GIFTS
ARE GREAT TO GET—PRICED LOW FOR GIVING!

REALISTIC 40-CHANNEL CB
FOR SAFETY ON THE ROAD!
Our TRC-466 "Mini-40" even makes Santa's eyes
light-upl ANL, lighted channel selector, modulation
indicator. Fits neatly in compact cars, trucks, RV's,
snowmobiles! Priced right for **jolly good buddies':
Now 50%
_
.off at Radio Shack!

93 lilt 93
reg $1093

a gal
rep $11 93

(Accent colors priced higher)

PATROLMAN'
!" 6—BAND RADIO
AM/FM/AIR/VHF HI—LO/UHF
Hear all the excitement of police
calls, 24 hr weathercasts,
cabs, aircraft! Built in our own
factory. Cut 40%1

Buy one roll'at the regular price and get a
second roll for just 1C., Choose from over 400
washable patterns in our S-W Vinyls. Tradittonals
and Sundance collections Many are strippable.
pre -pasted and scrubbable too

Mot.H Vt+F-LN+F Us mg Se,,,* StOros Mo.
, Sir 0n4lerr4ar/ or
Parma --Cnock swth Local

R.0.1,re

Reg.;2.45,7 $16.95 a single roll
(pocicageci in'acndsle rolls)
Limited quantities on somepottems.
-

Satisfaction
Cuareateed
in the use of these
coatings or your
purchase price
will be refunded

CASSETTE RECORDER
WITH AM—FM RADIO
During our inventory clearance
of odds and ends.
Don't miss these bargains on paintbrushes - decorative items and much,
much more Save up to 50% on a variety
of paint products, tools and accessories
Realistic Minisette t -IV tapes music' live
and off-the -air
even shouts of glee on
Christmas morn! Built-in mike, auto -level, pause control, counter With batteries

.sTA-84_

Free tkcoretiag Stilliet. Use MesterCharge,gankAmericard,Visa or our extended creditterms.
1600 stores including one near you.
-

9ivg,4,..you more power _ar,14_,._
sound for your stereo dollar! Loudness, hi-filter,
lighted dial and meter, c-ustom walnut veneer case:
.15W taa.noi Pa.r, Ran.** II horn 20 JO U00 Hi oroth no.r.. :
-- j
trar, 07% TH9

SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY

Olympic Plaza

MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS ill CHRISTMAS

lah.Street, _

Mon.-Sat. 10-7
MOW Sun
.040v 41,

•

0(4

kiusi

0
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Local Persons To Attend
State Child Conference
Charles May, chairman b02-&30-337.7por--61:16.252d739
of the Department of Child Registration fee is nine dollars
. Studies at Murray State for atults and seven dollars
University, along with the for full-time students.
personnel of the Murray
program, will be
RECORD HIGH
CHICAGO-I
The-Naamong about 4,000 Kentuckiam..from all walks of life tional Council of Bar Examexpected to participate in iners says bar admissions in
-Kentucky's Children: A 1976 reached a record high for
the seventh consecutive year.
United Concern," a cdfnThe NCBE, an affiliate of,the
prehensive conference on'all American Bar Association, says
aspects
of
Kentucky's the total ntunber of people adchildren to be held Friday and nutted to practice in 49 states,
Saturday, December 2 and 3, the District of Columbia,
at the Lexington Center, Guam, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands was 35,741. ExUniversity of Kentucky.
Keynote speaker will be U. act aslinissions figures for FlorS.
Congressman
John ida were net available, the
Brademas of Indiana. He will NCBE says.
leak on "Federal Legislation
for Children and Families" at
.7:30 p.m. Friday in the
Exhibition Hall, 'Lexington.
Kathy Thornburg, the
conference coordinator, said
the conference will deal with
all facets of children's life in
Kentucky .and emphasize
areas of unmet need. A
• variety of workshops have
been incorporated into the
conference that should be of
interest to all citizens of
Kentucky, according to Dr.
Thornburg, director of the
early childhood program at
the University of Kentucky.
Dr. Thornburg said "we
want parents, early childhood
workers, teachers health and
social
and
workers,
MARANATHA LEADERSHIP
prOfeisional people working' Training School speaker will
with adolescents to attend, as be Derek Prince of Fort
well as those with interests in Lauderdale, Fla. Over thirty
partiouiar areas -such—O4--1
persons- from the Marras,
special education, legislation
Mananatha
Christian
or the arts."
Fellowship will attend the
Other speakers will include
Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner of jrairsing sc-hoot to be.held at
Cornell University; Bettye Murfreesboro, Tn., on Friday.
- -Caldwell- of the. --CeMer for Saturday,_ and Sp.riday.
Child 'Development and December 24. Prince has
Education at the Unifersity of served at various times as a
-Arkansas; Attorney Marian minister, educator and
Edelman who is director of the missionary in five continents
Children's Defense Fund, — Europe, Asia, Africa, NorWashington, D. C.
th America, and Australia.
For more information or He graduated from Eton
registration contact JoAnn College and King's College,
Travis, Bluegrass Area Head Cambridge, England, and Start,.. Lawrenceburg, phone taught at Cambridge University in England and the
Hebr,ew
University
in
;era-salon. He flaw- Orvottn
his time to the study and exposition of the Bible and is
the author of a series of
For
seven books of systematic
exposition of. the Christian
Night Service
doctrine, he and his late
wife, Lydia, raised a family of
p.
6:30
Saturday,
Priday &
nine adopted girls — six of
m. to 1:00 a. m. Call 753Jewish origin, one an Arab
7359.
one a European. and the
youngest an African.

Day
Care
op..
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Thomson Elected Mead Of Country Club
An investigation into a
rt -that Severat—Murray
State University coeds are
connected with a multi-state
prostitution ring has not
turned up any evident,* to
indicate the report is factual.
The Kentucky State Police
and Federal Bureau of Investigation
began
investigating the alleged
prostitution ring last spring as
a result of a story written by a
MSU journalism student as
part of a class project. The
story quoted unnamed sources
as saying that approximately
14 Murray State coeds were
involved in the operation,
which was alleged to be
headquartered in Tennessee.
"We haven't been able to
come up with any leads or
_evidence to pursue, the
.report," one investigator said
this week. "All that we have is
the student's story."
The student, James Holmes
-.- Harbson, graduated from
Murray last spring. 1ff -was
interviewed by investigators,
but said he only knew his
contacts by their first names.
He also said he destroyed his
contacts' telephone numbers
and that without the numbers
was unable to make additional
contract with his sources.
Harbson quoted some of the
girls alleged to be involved in
the operation as saying they
worked two or three nights a
week and earned as much as
$500 per month. One, of the

girisoluotetbrairlon tth,
story, said she worked in
Hopkinsville and Paducah in
Kentucky and Martin, Union
City and Jackson in Tennessee.
The girls allegedly told
Harbson they
received
telephone calls from a contract two or three days in
advance of an assignment at
which time they were told
where to go and what time to
be there. The girls said they
were never paid on the night of
the assignment, but received
cash in the mail several days
later.
A state police spokesman
said Monday that after the
results of Harbson's project
were published in area
newspapers last spring "we
received a phone call from a
person who said he had information about it, but he
never contacted us again."
The investigator was asked
if he feltilarbon's story was a
hoax: "I don't knoW,. but we
don't have much to investigate
until we get a few leads." He
added that the investigation
will "remain open" until it is
either proven to be true or
proven to be false.
Dr. Constantine (Deno)
Curris, MSU president, has
said the story by Harbson
appears to be nothing more
than "a cruel hoax" because
of the lack of any additional
evidence to prove it true.

Elbert Thomason was
elected as president of the
Murray
Recreational
Association (Oaks Country
at t&—
annual general
membership meeting held
Tuesday at the Oaks Club
room.
--Elected as vice-president
was Tony Montgomery; as
secretary, Doris Conners; and
as treasurer, Susy Wells.
These officers were elected
for one year terms. •
A. R. Hatcher, Bob
LaMastus, and Bill Seal 'were-.
named as new board members
for a term of three years.
The retiring president,
Norman Lane, presided. Doris'
Conners, secretary, and Susy
Wells, treasurer, gave
reports. The general membership gave the board the
authorization to purchase a
tractor if needed during the
year 1978..
The
menibers
also
authorized the Board to form a
committee to draw up plans
for a new club house. Any
member wishing to serve on
this committee is asked to be

cha)

PREMIERE TONIGHT — The Murray-Calloway Countytonimunity
Theatre's production of the Broadway hit "Story Theatre" will open this evening at
7:00 at Southwest
Elementary School. The show will have additional performances tomorrow
evening at
Carter School, and Saturday evening at North Elemefitary. The final
productions will
come on Monday evening December 5 at Murray Middle
School, and on Tuesday
_eveningDecember_64,14st EleMeirjaA All shows.will begin promptly at 700 and end
at about &30. Admissien will be $150 for-a
-clatiind ¶1.00 toryoung tiiople-Under
twelve years old. Shown here is a map for people who are not
familiar With the
location of the county elementary schools.

1111urra
es Plans
For Tourist Development Near Dam
Plans are underway for
construction of a recreation
village in Marshall County
that will include a new attraction
called
an
"aquaslide," according to
Murray contractor Dan
Miller. He said his workers
have already started draining

land for the project at a site for everyone to do," Miller
south of Kenbar Inn on the U. stated. "I don't think you'll
S. 641 access.
find anything else that offers
"We hope to be able to open that in this area.
by Memorial Day," Miller
"We are going to try to work
said. "All we're waiting on with the arts and crafts guilds
now before beginning con- in the area in our crafts shops.
struction
favorable So far, all the ones we have
is
weather."
talked to seem very enMiller said a Murray firm thusiastic."
called
West --Kentucky
Miller said - plans for the
Development Int, is un- Craft Village were formulated
derwriting the project, which six months ago.
will be called Craft Village. - (Reprinted by permission of
"We have bought 15 and a the Marshall County Tribunehalf acres," Miller said. "We Courier.)
have an option on another 25
MULE"
acres for future expansion."
VIENNA (AP) — Four-yearMiller said the aquaslide olds had the highest death rate
will be the first one in the state in automobile accidents in Ausof Kentucky. He said the slide, trialast year, with 14 fatalities.
which was developed two
Of the 6,419 children injured
years ago, is based on the in traffic .accidents in 1976, 131
principle of the snow died. Thoseshildr_en between 13
toboggan. Riders slide down a and 14 were statistically the
slick flume and land in a pool,. most accident prone._
of water. Although the riders
sit on rubber mats, its
necessary for them to wear
swim suits, Miller said.
"We will have three flumes
with the slide,'-Miller. con- tinued. "Total footage for the
flumes is 1,100 feet. These
slides are already yery
popular in the South and the
West".
In addition to the aquaslide,
Craft Village will contain a
campground, a two-and-a-half
acre lake, a restaurant and 12
Adv•rtis•rs
ore
to 15 crafts shops. Miller said
requested to check the
the company will construct 50
first insertion of ads for
corr•cfran
This
campsites this spring and will
newspaper will be
add from 50 to 100 more the
responsible !or only
following spring.
one Incorrect insertion
"What we are trying to
ANY ERROR SHOULDEIE
create is a
complete
REPORTED IMMEDIATE•
recreation center that will
LT -SO. PLEASE ENECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
give the entire family
AND NOTIFY US PROM.
something in one spot without
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
having to drive all over the
ERROR
countryside to find something-

meeting to 'be held Tuesday,
December 6, at seven p. m. at
the club room, Lane said all.
members were urged to attend.
President-eleet Elbert
Thomason told the membership present that he plans
for a good.year; but for this to
take place unity between
golfers, swimmers, tennis

players, etc. and the members in general4nust be
evident.
Retiring president Lail was
given& round of applause for a
job well done during his term
of office, a club spokesman
said.
The proportion of self-employed workers is only half of
what it was in 1948.

Special
Metal Feeder
Racks,for Large
Round Hay Bails

$75

HAIG VI"0-The utmost in luxuri. 100% imported cashmere full fashioned pullover with.looped V-neck and
saddle shoulders. S-M-L-X1. Blue, barley, brown, grey.
Hand washable.

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS

4 Names That
Go Together

Athletic Shoes
,Puma
fr•••iretom

p-Nike

*Murray High Band
*Beatrice Foods
*Samsonite Div. of
Beatrice Foods

-

Converse
-froKeds
..-Bata

Head • .
Tied 2
Fred Perry

dimemwommilmr

Jerseys Et
T-Shirts

*Lindsey's Jewelers

with complete
Lettering Service
Puma-Adidas
Converse T-Shirts

If you are getting ready for the Orange Bowl
•
•
or any other trip - travel in style with
•

Samsonite Luggage
From Lindsey's Jewelers and

•
•
•
•
•
•

SAVE 10% to 25%
-

If

while stock lost

you purchase any luggage at LINDSEY'S from

now until
Dec. 10, 1.977 we will donate 92.00 for each piece to the NUMMI
10011 iAfl2the.1upplo-tr1ori, bond
double the dOnotipn lo $4 b0 per Filece. '

*Warm-Ups*
Sweat Suits
By White Stag, Court Casual,
Winning Ways,Januar
•
Sizes 6-XL
All ColorCombination

All Sires & Colors

1 Tiger & Laker School Jackets
Lettering & Tiger Heads Available
Sizes 4-48 _

*Rackets by Head, Wilson,
Dunlop, Davis, Spalding
*Tennis Shirts & Shorts
*Novelty Tennis Gifts

Over 50 Different
-•
Styles To Choose From
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JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF OUR STORE WIDE SAYINGS!

Stratolounger
Close-Up

SPECIAL
PRICES
ON

more features at lower prices
The super comfortable recItners that hug the wall never more than 3'away even when you stretch way Ju!

_.74,46.

BOSTON
ROCKERS

RECLINAS

GUN CABINETS
s'c997
swim
yir
At

Starling
$2997
At

Your Choice

Herculon
r

or

Vinyl .

4
5
5

--5
5
5

VISIT OUR ACCESSORIES SHOP

PEWTER
MIRRORS

'SCONCES
SMOKE STANDS

WAIL
PLAQUES
RAIN urge strew
LAMPS of Pictures
(AR Sizes)
- INCUR
ITEMS

WALL &
MANTEL
CLOCKS

BATHROOM ACCESSORIES
WOOOENYIARE
CRYSTAL
The TASSARA
Model JR919P
Mediterranean Styling. With
8-Track Tape RecorderPiayer. Cabinet top and ends
OT genuine Pearl-WOW
veneer, simulated wood front.

Chet*
• Solid-State AM/FM/Stereo FM
Tuner-Amplifier
• 2.5-wefts mm .13416 power per
channel with-we-more than 1%
total harmonic distortion (into
8 ohms, 100-10,030 Hz.)

se Quality Features:

17111W

Pre Sports TVG1001 y floctrophook
Ooloso Video Sports Gam
Special Foghorn:

CIHR

• Play 4 Prelusion Sperh WNW
• t Sal *Oil he Mahn end Profession Play
• 1 hale Sim fee Anatior d Prefeeneeel Min

COLOR SENTRY

With
3 TRAINED n
SERVICE TECHNICIANS
ON
DUTY -

FULL LIN E 1978

INIM

1Vs

STEREOs •

• bunt
Cenral
Wenn MOGISang 1
• knennit 444 nand Serve
•"=Anie Seals

-

v ivy.'

Tel:Mumsi

.

Ors
Doty

.Hi Filter and Tuning Meter
• Stereo Precision Record Changer

•,Sinple link- teens nth Swieds

•k"..7
(16.66666 -11" Cellapheitet-letSeppleell
Lightweight Personal-size
Portable— Feature Packed!

• Allegro tuned port Speaker
System with two r woofers,
two r tweeters

The quality goes in before the name goes on.'

,

IGDON
-urniture
MAYFIELD

BRASS PLATED OR WOOD

TEA CARTS
youR $11888
IIOICE

L

US. 45 NORTH.. ACROSS
FROM MAYFIELD GENERAL
--- Tin _RUM - 247.7710 --'

NEW STONE IHNINS:
MON.-11)UkS. 8 AM PM
OPEN FRIDAY 8 AM-8 PM
.S11.1AN14PM:SUNDAYS 1PM-5 PM
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Conference To Assess Needs
Of Children In Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —

be addressed by legislation,
-she said, but some — Such
expected to attend a con- kindergarten
programs, the
ference beginning here Friday quality of
day care for
on the needs of children in children, and
the juvenile
Kentucky.
justice system — can be.
The organizers of the twoOne goal of the conference is
,
'day event are hoping to build to make
information available
up strength for lobbying in the about what is
being done in
1978 General Assembly.
Kentucky by various groups
'Up until this point, com- and
governmental agencies,
munications ( between groups and the other is
to provide a
dealing - with children) has • forum in
which followup
bees fragmented — just like "strategies"
can
be
state government," con- developed, Ms.
Thornburg
ference coordinator Kathy said.
Thornburg said Wednesday.
About 49 workshops are
-We hope that some groups scheduled, each
dealing with a
will form coalitions to work on different child-related
conspecific areas where we can cern, from helping
a child
make changes," she said in a survive the loss of a
loved one
telephone interview. Dr. to discipline for
problem
Thornburg is associate student.
professor and director of early
"I think the list could go on
childhood programs at the forever," Ms. Thornburg
said.
University of Kentucky.
The brochure for the conferversity of Kentucky.
ence says its purpose is to
Not all issues of concern can focus on all aspects of chit-

Mare_thita..2" PPrenn%

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Wednesdays Puzzle
OPIC CP NORM
ACROSS
6 Article
7 Lair.
MCIPACA MORE=
1 Small clogs
8 Girl's name
CM AOCCIRMO UM
5 Possessed
9 Nearly
8 Partner
OR PUCCI OMNI
10 River duck
1 2 Ox of
CCM COMM NOM
11 Morays
Celebes
CEMUU COMM 28
16 Actual
13 Number
UM= WMOO
18 Above
14 Toward
PM MB= 10
22 Evaluated
shelter
23 Twists
18 Distinctive
EMU MOO
24 Crony
tone
MUM ONUM 261
lcollog I
17 Standard
PO MUNMMOO
25 Female ruff_
19 Vapid
MEM= OOUOME
27 Metal
20 Musical
MEM OM MOO
instruments 29 Organ of
haarin
21 Loved one
38 Fleet of
44
name
30
Man
s
23 Insects
Ships
46 Solar disk
nickname
24 Prefix
40 Wipe out
47 Melody
35 Dwarfs
42 Directed
before
49 Cry
36 Sow •
26 Anon
toward goal 50 Man s
- 37 Piece for
43 Superc-Thous
26.43everentje
'*ickrfIlrrit
one
31 Diphthong
person
53 Prefix down
32 Metal
1
2 3
i
33 Hebrew
9
10 1 I
month
34 Limb
1113
IA
36 Dispatches
38 Exist
•• •
II
'39 Want'. 4 t Float in air
r'
e 47::
43 Ta,11)L
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0
4
g
'•-• 451<ind of bean
6p )
48 Wanderers
50 Vegetable
51 Native metal
Jp11
--52 Poem
54 Paradise
5.§_f4.1.1.111:111.1,Q8.
.
•••,
04 -.4 - •
-56 Article of
furniture
57 kuphernle
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....iig
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4 Kind of fur
5 Garden tool
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dren's life in Kentucky, with
emphasis on the role of the
family.
One of the keynote speakers,
Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner of
Cornell University's depart-ment of human development
and family studies, will talk
about the change in the structure of families since World
War II and its effect on children.
Bronfenbrenner says the increase in working mothers
and in single-parent families
have resulted in destructive
changes in children because of
the lack of support systems for
families.
Other keynote speakers at
the Friday afternoon session
are Marion Edelman, director
of the children's defense fund
in Washington, and Bettye
.Caldwell, a professor at the
center for child development
and • education at the

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

11-20-77
Adults 1(
Nursery 3

University of _Arkansas.
Rep. John Brademas, D-Indiens, will speak on "federal
legislation for children and
families" at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
He is a member of the House
Education and Labor Cornmittee and chairman of the
subcommittee on select
education.
A panel composed of representatives of federal and state
agencies that deal with
children will address major
concerns expressed by conference participants during a
panel discussion Saturday.
The moderator will be !Or.
Otto Kea, child psychiatiqst
at the University of Kentucky.
Registration fees for the
meeting at the Lexington Center is $9. It's $7 for students.
WITHOUT A COUNTRY — These three girls at the Pearl S. Buck Foundation in
Bangkok. Thailand, are among the 4;00( children of American-Thai parentage who are
losing Thai citizenship. They are.victans of a jaw designed to present children of Vietnamese refugees from becoming Thai-eitirens. The children were abandoned by their
fathers or are the product of casual unions between Thai women and American ser‘..icemen who were stationed in Thailand during the Indochinese war years.

North Honor
East School Roll Given
List Names, For Period Coal Strike May Hurt
'
Honor Roll
Kentucky s Tax

(AP laserphoto)

TIONYWISORYT—
DISMISSALS .
Mrs. Katheryn_D. Summers
and Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Murray,
Miss Melinda Malone, Box
1059,__Nashwille,
'MrsVickie L. Britt and Baby Girl,
Rt. 2, Murray, Jerry W.
Houston, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Mary A. Futrell, Rt. I, Alino,
Alan P. Armstrong,. Rt..
Muriiii,Todd M. Lewis, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Louise
Paschall, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mary A. Calhoun, Rt. 1.
Farmington, Kimberly M.
Rose, 1505 Danbury, Murray,
Mrs. Janet M. Duncan, Rt. 1,.
Dexter, Mrs. Nancy T.
Schroeder, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Marilyn Barksdale, 1655
College Terra, Murray,Susanne Byars, Rt. 5, Renton,
Mrs. Mercedes Gibboigt and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, CottageGrove, Tn., Mrs: Fannie
Poe, Rtrra; Murray, Aubrey M.
Asberry, 212 S. 11th., Murray,
Blaine Paschall;lit. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Ruby E.
Rudolph, 713 Sycamore,
Murray, Delle Smith, 400 S.
6th., Murray, Mrs,. Nevada
Hodge, Fern 'terrace 14g.,
Murray.

The six weeks honor roll for
North Calloway Elementary.
School has been released by
Jim Feltner, principal, as
Fast Film Service
The honor roll for the past follows:
Sixth Grade — Renee
Al
six weeks at East Elementary
Discount
creasing income tax revenues.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — spending
School has been released by Butler, Tracy Curd, and Steve
"But we put some of that in
Carpenter said he saw no
A long strike by the United
Bob Allen, principal, as French.
the projections, figuring
would
Mine
reason
union
Workers
at
the
moment
to
think
Seventh Grade — Cindy
follows:
wages will go up during the
RazrPlt Gina Coy, Raymond hurt Kentuckfs tax..receipts, a coal strike wOule cause the,
- Sixth Grade
—biennium," Carpenter- said.
officials
revenue
state
estimates
but
revenue
for
the
curAllbritten,
McClure, Evy Jarrett, Gerald Grady, Keith
"But a long-term strike
McCuiston, Beth Hooks, Tracy Beach, Lauren Gilson, don't feel it would be rent fiscal year to change.
FILM, FUSII CRIES,
would hurt everything," Caranalysts
disastrous.
Budget
expect
the
McDougal.
Shannon
Daysha Smith, Lynn Prescott, and
CAMERAS, FRAMES
penter said. "Anytime
would
strike
long
state
long,
to
million
collect
.
„
$121.2
"A
Eighth Grade — Robert
Bill Chaney,.Lisa
Artcrift
Studios
stops
production
in
an
inChildress; Wayne Dunn, .and Crick, Barry Rogers, John hurt us, but if it is a short-term this year from the coal sev- dustry the- size
list.. 12th 75341133
of the coal
erance
most.
make
Up
tax,
could
$510
strike,
million
we
from.
*ea Itaildtei At Rai Dear
Smith, Regina Walker, Lonna
Jay Herndon.
industry it hurts."
V
Mitzi McCallon, Trisha of the revenue," said Revenue the sales tax, $390 million
_Seventh Grade -- Rick
Maurice from the individual income
Wagoner, Carl Price, Skip Clark, Julie Gargus,—and---Commissioner
tax and $138 million from the
Carpenter.
Weber, Karen Roach, _Nancy. Kevin Hopkins.
corporate income tax.
good,
but
can't
be
strike
"A
EMH — Keith': Leach,
Miller, Billie Pool, and Perry
Carpenter said the strike
_ .„
Beverly.. Green. Auld Kathy I cant help but feel it w,ouldn't
Cooper. _
Would
not affeet the work of
added
either,"
disaster
be
any.
Eighth Grade — Rhanda Dowdy.
Paul Tanner, director of re- analysts currently trying to
_ Key,Ricky.Houston, Dewayne
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
—WEE.DAT-A
search -for The Revenue - prnieet the....
Hill, Carla Barnett, Randy
a.m.
354.7
Lake,
Kentucky
7
next
two
over
fiscal
the
years
Department.
•
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
Dawson, Marie Brantley,
down
0.3.
1978
for
preparation
the
in
to
go
would
a
have
strike
"A
. Julie Miller, Joey Zinkovich,For.,.home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
Below dam 321.6 up
couple of months before It General Aiseibldy:
dweller, small or largebusinesarnan, mover, anybody
Jeanette Underhill, Steve
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. -355.0
He said the only way the
would really cause us any
with a space problem.
AAtriel- Thomas;
strike could throw the estitrouble," Tanner said,.
Includes.. Individual bays (any size), 24.1iaurxivate
Teresa Roberts, Ladona down 0.1.
. Below darn 320.7 up 0.4.
—However, faced with the mates off would be if the UMW
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
Overby, and Jay Young.
. Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 6:51. aroaPects of a strike by the were able to get higher wages
UMW, whose members' mine than anticipated — thus inabout half of the coal produced
75 A LITTLE
AN HONEST
in Kentucky, state revenue
officials are keeping a close
PERSON ...I EVEN HA E
015ORGANI:ED
eye on revenue receipts for the
AN HONEST FACE
BUT 17'5 i-ON!!_rly
next few months.
r
Tanner said it would take a
The Zeta Omicron chapter
while before a strike had any
641 North, Center Drive
of
Pi Delta Phi National
impact.
Neer perils, Pancake House, beltind Carl Howard Used Cars.
society,
honor
will
French
"We won't feel it very
hold its Christmas meeting at
U-LOCK IT
U-STORE IT
soon," he said, adding any
the home of Bert Ball on Dec. 8
U-KEEP THE KEY
impact from a strike starting
at 7 p.m.
in early December would not
Martha McKinney will show
5)(10'
month
be noticed until at least the
Dame
the
slides
Notre
of
-EWA/LE
end of January.
Vx16'
L EQ.
Caffiedral in Paris. Christmas
month 13°°
Carpenter sand Tanner
French
be
sung
carols
in
will
agreed it is difficult to pick up
8')(10'
month $25N
and refreshments will be
any trends in tax receipts
served.
stemming from a coal strike
1(1)(161
month 54000
Member's of the society
and even harder to predict any
include students and faculty.
trends.
"There are just so many
variables it is-hard to predict trEA*421EA*MEAr-g1FMOMMIA2FAVA204
what will happen," Carpenter
AND MICFIS2
r
9
said.
JEWELERS HAVE
"An overall coal strike
would have an impact, but I
WHAT YOU WANT
have no idea how much of air
FOR CHRISTMAS
impact," he said. "There_ar.e.
BE SURE TO ASK HIM HOVV
there we
in
variables
so
many
HE DID ON THE RIFLE RANGE
don't know.
YESTERDAY
"For example, have they
mined alot of coar, stocked It
up and then keep shipping
after a strike?" Carpenter
asked. "And when they get
back in business, will they
work three shifts to make it
up?"
thraTsdaid there are
many lags in the collection of
revenues which make it hard
to pinpoint any relationship to
a particular event such as the
coal strike.
He said some declines in
corporate income tax receipts
from coal companies which
use the calendar year as their
fiscal year will not be
noticeable until next year.
While the most obvious impact from a coal strike would
be on receipts from the coal
severance tax, Carpenter said
it could eventually have the
largest impact on related
taxes, such as sales and individual income taxes.
1 AM
"The sales and income
t-toNORE2.„
taxes are our big ones, making
up nearly 70 percent of the
general fund receipts,"
Carpenter said.
It was the sales tax that provided a last-minute boost that
enabled the state to barely
OPEN
OPEN
meet its projected revenues
•
EVERY
SUNDAY
for last fiscal year after initial
MITE
1-5
indications that tax receipts
Bet Air Shopping
(
TIL 8.00
would fall short of the esti:
-..:Mtirfak KV,thate—which would have reed .cutbacksiin._Apia

Recepits

Big

Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse

753 4758'

PEANUTS

qOUR BOX OF GOLD
5TAR5 ? NO, MAAM
4"A‘E IT

aON'T

I PUT IT BACK ON YOUR
DESK REMEMBER? I
WOULDN'T TAkE ‘lOOR 60X
OF GOLD STARS, %IA AM..

French Society

To Hold Meeting

$16'

BAW-- - MY
DOLLY'S
HAIR GOT
WET

BEETLE BAILEY
15 THE
GENERAL IN?

:
ft

THE PHAHTOM

BRING
T TO
ME

I

MICHELSON'S
7
r-vi/elet6

"1...gwr.g.A.riorAir•rok

PAI
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2 Notice

2 Notice

6 Help Wanted

6 Help Wanted

15 Articles For Sale

18 Sewing

24 Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Home Sales

CLUB ALUMINUM sets, 12 X 65 MOBILE HOME,3
MACHINE,
bedrooms, 1 42 bath,
SEWING
AND DRIVER NEEDED COMMODES - BORG
8 piece,$39.99; 10 piece,
, THE WORD Paradise ST UFFE RS
Warner Or Artesian,
full
carpeted,
unfurnished.
guaranteed,
of
fully
years
URGENTLY
color.
25
of
Choice
$54.95.
WHAT WE DO BEST is
MAILERS
appears in the King
white,.95. Colors,
Good condition. Call 753- eara-Needline-,75,1.6233.
-NEEDED1- 4W011--par- - aaU 753-49g3 for
Hardwar% Paris
-the
-version-tit
James"oreesireir Par Wok Ihjskt
;
$42.50. Wallin Hard9570.
Martha Hopper, ROUtt
interview.
hundred GUARANTHoly Bible in three
pion waft carman, thee
Paris.
Ware,
354Phone
Benton,
5,
for
selfWILL BE BUYING
29. Mobile Home Rentals
EED, Send
places only: Luke 23-43,
stspefnits - ist
BATH TUBS - Borg
8619.
stamped
Monday through
addressed
meals sod We weisist. logitty
II Corinthians 12-4, and
60 THREE
• EATERS
12 X
Warner or Artesian, 5'
WEED
after
ENDrys.
Help
anytime
Saturday
envelope, - TK
Revelations 2-7.
19 Farm Equipment
$125 month,
BEDROOM.
.Wgedie_
-*MUT-W.99.
CliPIAP-..11.9.99.
TERPRISEr-Box 21679,
12 noon -for 2 months.641
Paradise - Greek Wonted
deposit. Eight
while
$50
507,
plus
Color,
or
500
$69.99.
Model
Wallin
Taylor
Tom
80221.
on
South
Denver, CO.
30 FERGUSON tractor
Paradeisos, Par-ad'imiles East of Murray.
Full-time and partHardware, Paris.
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Road. Watch for sign,
'TO ANYONE IN Murray
and equipment. Call
sos, a Park, i.e. (spec.)
night
time,
436-5482.
and
day
Call
Paris.
Hardware,
EARTHWORMS
753-5670.
Henry
W.
M.
area
GROW
and surrounding
an Eden. Hebrew after 3 p.m. 437-4846.
years
18
be
Must
hell).
for profit. Free Data• who desires to keep
GO CARTS,3HP,$279.95;
Pardee," Par-dace', of
MOBILE HOMES and
or older. No phone
AVACADO Hotpoint
FACTORY
WORM WORLD, 1810
buying BELTONE
or
20 Sports Equipment
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
_ selling
for, or. a Park: forest,
calls accepted, must
mobile home spaces for
refrigerator, 30 inch
Josephine,
fresh batteriei: Wallis - orchard. Jesus was
South
• Am-Way products. There
$309.95. Wallin Hardapply in person only.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Tappan
electric
range.
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Denver, Colorado 80210
will be dealers in
ware, Paris.
crucified in paradise
Also
marragement
Call 753-3280.
Admiral
AF-FM BALDWIN studio piano.
Call 753-1272.
or call Mr. James.
Murray. Call 753-4450.
(Gol-go-tha) placed in
trainee.
Call 753-2420 after 5 p.m.
cabinet
stereo
with
Collect (303)-778-1026.
TWO BEDROOM, water
hell and raised to the
Apply at...
26. TV Radio
- maple finish. Call 753LANDING
PARIS
and garbage pickup
right hand of God. Acts
DAY CARE will open for
.5799 or 759-1127.
STEVENS /11 gauge
NEED EXPERIENCED
Country Store will be
furnished. One mile out
2-31-33. For further
night service,6:30 p.m. CB
MIDLAND
channel
23
double barrel shotgun 3"
service station
open 7 days a week
of city limits. $50
information
consult
1 a.m. Friday and
with high gain antenna.
SMOKE ALARM, battery
chamber, perfect
in
mechanic.
Apply
winter
the
through
only.
deposit, $85 month. One
your
nights
Bible.
For
Saturday
$150
rig.
Ready
car.
for
Pik,
Water
by
operated,
condition. Ideal for duck
person. No phone calls.
Antiques, assistance call 753-0984.
months.
2 adults. Call 753-5405.
or
Call 753-4481.
Take best offer. Call
$29.99. Wallin Hardhunting. Call 753-3384
Shell Car_Care, 12th and
china, lamps,
6
after
753-8267.
p.m.
Paris.
ware,
- after 5:30 p.m.
Chestnut.
miscellaneous. New 3. Card CH Thanks
TWO BEDROOM mobile
WATKINS
FOR
home. Shady Oaks
Arkla gas logs,$20 each.
SKIL SAW sale. Model
Contact
---L---PriRlircts.
CLOSING OUT ALL
OF
FAMILY
Trallei -Court:Call -489Peel and stick floor tile, THE
12th
N.
507
WEEKLY_
$200
GUN--One
ORGOLF
$29.99,
574;72/4",1%'HP,
Holman Jones, 217 South
Zenith T.V. Get the buy
.4111111y, Ply.
11
$5.00- bóI.• Aerost Iron) RICHARD, Childress
stuffing
POSSIBLE
Model 559-ball bearing 2 - =Mg and-e.ne womana -of your life. For fri--` 253313th, phone 753-3128.
Eitynot
y from /1*00
wishes toAkpress many.
Paris Landing Park on
• eximaiopes: -Stind
to 2:00.p.rn
-complete sets of matHP, $54.95. Wallin
formation call 753-0597.
thanks to friends and
MOBILE HOME Spaces.
•
Highway 119.
addressed
stamped
-HoitNBUCKLE - Barber
ched -Spalding woods
Paris.
Hardware.
their
all
for
neighbors
Fox Meadows and
and
Fischer
to
envelope
Shop, shaves
and irons, with pull
Stereo
MARANTZ
for
SAVE
looking
for
and
help
late
for
Coach Estates. South
Enterprises, Box 127, COUNTER GIRL
haircuts. 2.09 Waldrop.
carts. One 16 gauge
AND
Components Speakers him after missing him
16th Street. Call 753after noon work. 4 to 8 SCRATCHED
Eureka, South Dakota
pump shotgun. All in
If You
G.E.
DENTED
Warranty.
year
5
for several hours.
Cream
3855.
Dixie
Apply
p.m.
57437.
first class condition.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
Refrigerators. Only 2
Discount on system
Without their help we
Them:
Donuts, 1006 Chestnut.
Need
Business Rentals
30.
Reasonable. Call 492bring us yours for extra
left. For information
your.
at
prices
couldn't have found him. PART TIME RN,3 days a
8158.
153,1141
fire
copies_ _Made from any
call 753-0597.
NEED likikitYSM-ER to
Magnaves Dealer In- BUILDING FOR RENT.
Thinks for the food,
week. Part tithe LPN,
9,500 sq. ft. Known as
153-1621
size into any size.
Police
old
year
6
of
care
take
LEACH'S MUSIC
Paris.
cards and letters.
evening and night shift.
10 SPEED bicycle, bear
Wallets low as 24 cents,
Johnsons Grocery,
- 153-6952
Rescue
chain
REMINGTON
16"
-Monday
3-410
from
TV.
&
43'arvin
Bro.
to
Thanks
Full time -LPN 3:30- •
compound bow, com8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
South 12th St. Call 753Ambulance .
153,9332
like new. S.L.
Just
saw.
Call
Friday.
through
Doran for his kind words
Miss
11:30 p.m. Contact
ponent stereo system
3205 for appointment.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
Hospital
4 self oiler. Call 436-2569.
762-3371 between 8 and
and the Max Churchill
Porter, 247-0200.
orgaps. THE-FOLKS at Sunset
light
of
pair
and
753-0035. Free parking
153-5131
Emergency .
4:30.
Funeral Home. May
Boulevard urge you to
32 Apartments For Rent
BeSt offer. Call 759-1949.
FOR SALE-two-5 hole
lot, use our rear enHumane Society
Jehovah bless all of you.
that
lay-away
and
hurry
TEACHER NEEDS baby
trance.
THREE
BEDROOM,
needed. chevrolet rims with H-78 ALMOST NEW boys 10
•
153-3991
BEAUTICIAN
Louise and children.
Pioneer Car Stereo for
sitter for one year old
unfurnished
apartment.
Call for interview at Kut 15 light truck tires,
Comprebensite
guarantee
to
Christmas
speed bicycle. $75 or
boy in my home.
Carpeted. $250 monthly.
5. Lost And Found
'N Kurl Beauty Shop. already mounted. Call
153-6622
.Cafe
you
Pioneer
the
have
to
753-8517.
Call
offer.
best
References arid tran753-1716 after 5. "
Call 753-7168 after 5 p.m,
753-1682.
Poison Control
153-1583
-LOST: SMALL female
want. Pioneers great
necessary.
sportation
demand nationwide this
Senior Citizens • 153-0929
Beagle in Centeridge
ONE 14' CHEROKEE
Call after 4 p.m. at 753- FULL TIME SALES help. MRS. EUPLE Morris will
FOUR 3 ROOM apartarea wearing black
year has already caused
Needline
25
153-NEED
and
boat
aluminum
7264.
ments, each with bath.
continue selling
Apply in person only,
a shortage on some
collar without tag.
leen To Read
h.p. Johnson motor and
153-2/_88
$160 per month plus
Christmas decorations,
Sammons Bakery
models., Some Come on
Answers to name Half
trailer. $350. One short
WANTED-Innovative
electricity..Come by 600
antiques,and gifts in the
Chestnut St.
Sunset
to
over
' Pint. Call 436-2833-.
$75.
topper,
camper
bed
adself-starter for
Poplar Street Friday
Beauty
FlairDresser
Boulevard Music,
Call 474-8855. ,
aceciurit- 10 Business Opportunity
vertisink
after 10 a.m. or call 389Shop until Christmas.
Center,
Dixieland
LOST: Female black cat
. _
representative position. • GROW EARTHWORMS
2466, Eddyville.
Chestnut St.
with white spot on chest
for'-. profit. Free Data- CRAFTSMAN table saw. MARLIN 20-30 lever
Person .hired will be
News Society and
and stomach. Name_ expected to plan and
scope.
4X
rifle.
action
NICE FURNISHED
WORM WORLD, 1810
Call 753-0814.
.753-1918,r
Muffy. Wearing white
Sports
Excellent condition. Call WANTED A RESPONapartment. Inquire 100
advertising
South
Josephine,
organize
flea collar. Vicinity-of
Retail Display adSIBLE
person
take
to
753-5676.
up
13th:
South
and
Salary
Denver,
Colorado
80210
programs.
ONE ROLL AWAY bed,
16th and Main. Childs
vertising 753-19.19.
payments on a 25" color _JAL_
or call Mr. James.
fringes including
u r' ht Hoover vacuum
pet. If-found please call
TV. J & B MusicClassifiref-Orsyttyy
hospitalization-major
Collect (3 )-778-1025.
- at- ITHACA: 12 gauge gas
win
cleaner
-- MUSICIANS WANTED to
753-0920.
Magneox.Call 753-7575.
operated, 26 improved
Classified. CirculatiFOR RENT
medical, paid vacation,
tachments, antique oak
buy Martin, Fender,
Ventilated
barrel.
hill
28
LOANS
for
AVAILABLE
on and the Business
persons.,
Interested
antique
etc.
cit-ifierobe,
Gibson, & MusicMan
Nice
furnished
apartLOST - Male greyish
27 Mobile Home Sales
ribs. New gun. Call after
business and farms,
safftce
should send complete
may
wooden day bed.- Call
be
Guitars & Amps. Save at
ments for 2, 3 or 4
black shaggy dog. Part
5 p.m. 753-3301.
personal and conreached on 753resume, including salary
753-1455. ,
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
college girls. Also furPoodle, part Sheepdog.
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
solidation. Some 6
expectations, to P.O. Box
1916and 753-1917
in Paris.
nished 5 bedroom
Average size. Answers
baths,
2
bedroom,
percent interest loans TOOL BOX for wide bed
32-AA, Murray, Ky.
house for 4 or 5 girls,
to name Fred. Reward. from- -5,000- to 500,000- - truck. $55. Call 4364196, FOR -SALE on- TRADE- central heat and,. air.
Aliriotto camnicr
--gall 436-6300 446-3434.
underpinnMg, ntcelront "
New business start up. -good Olds Cornet on a
Phone 753-5885 days
or
porch. Furnished
Call 502-885-1795 bet- OAK SECRETARY, oak
good flat top guitar. Call
or 753-5188 aftor
unfurnished. C 11 753ween 3 and 11 p.m., 7washstand, spool
LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIST AND
753-6674.
.m.
If You Know Home Values, You'll Jump At
3418 after 5
days week.
cabinet, many other
X-RAY TECHNOLOGIST.
This.
items. Hubert Coles BALDWIN PIANOS and
-Full time position for each. Excellent fringe
11 Instructions
to sell, new homes now under conPriced
Antiques, 4 miles South
organs, used pianos.
benefits. Salary commensaurate with exstruction, take as is or will finish. In shell from
Murray on 641.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
MACRAME
perience. Apply at Trigg County Hospital, Inc.,
$12,500.00 to $13,500.00. Lock & key job, brick
across from Post Office,
WORKSHOPS in my
P..0. Box 312, Cadiz, Kentucky 42211 with R. B
veneer for less than $30,000.00. These are 3
Paris, Tn.
home. Will also do USED LESS THAN 1
King,502-522-3215 ext. 37.
bedrooms, living room, kitchen, carport or
month, 42 inch Franklin
custom made macrame.
garage, 1 bath, central heat & air. These homes
Prices from $3.50 to $15.00
Fireplace. Has grate, WURLITZER PIANOS &
Call 759-1683.
are built by experienced craftmen and are
organs. Rental applies
screen,and brass knobs.
To Choose from.
designed for comfort & convenience. Where else
12 Insurance
$175. Call 753-6054.
to purchase at LEACH'S
can you find a value like this? Better call so we
MUSIC de TV in Paris.
can show you what we haye to offer. Five now
TWO PAIR OF curtains,
TIME
ready for the market. 2located in Kirlcsey area,3
size 36 x 40. One curtain
TO
located in Coldwater area.
for sliding door with
Whatever Your Real Estate
TRADE
right hand pull. One
ii$7 FREE
Needs...Call Us
All
curtain.
door
Termite
fiberglass and orange,
Inspection
green and blue striped.
Certified Sy IPA
Darrell Cope, Broker
Call after 5. 753-7481.
Steal Cestfy now Repairs
50211.46 St...
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
THIS
SPOT
that
spot,
Murray,Ky. •
See us for financing
Kelly's Termite
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
traffic
paths
too,
753-3251
removed with Blue
After hours please cal'
& Pest Control
financing wronged si
Lustre
Carpet
Shampoo.
753-8944
FA Secority Service Co.
11•1•11011 110111 ssowsol evor
Charles ieffraff 474-2337 See Wynn 5274444
Western Auto, home of
Naze!
ory sorsoi
you,. tie set sign'
'barrel! Morgan 527-8174
Bill Brumett 527-9921
is liolsbol.
"Wishing Well Gift
492-4785-*
100 South 13th St.
Ronnie Ross
Volney Brian, Mgr. 527-9678
Bob Riley 527-9086
Shop''
Phone 753-3914
*WHITE PINE
2101.Main
Fug.
753-0489
Sliver
Roaches,
*HEMLOCK
pA,INTED
rIESK,
WE WANT TO BE YOUR
G4 S44iiR
Maternity 'Clothes, size
*LIVING "
REAL ESTATE COMPANY
10, 12 and 14. Baby
14. Want To Buy
CHRISTMAS TREES
furniture and items. Call
753-6583.
WANT TO BUY 14 inch
OPEN SUNDAYS I to 4
rims for Dodge • Dart.
16 Home Furnishings
24 Miscellaneous
Call 4374291.
SOLID CHERRY round
GOOD USED MOBILE
27" CHRISTMAS -ROOKS,
table,
lamp
history,
biography,
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
diameter, ornate center
childrens, sports,
post with 3 feet. Call 492WANT TO BUY lot near
health, cookbooks,
8702.
2 acres
/
Hazel. 1-11
novels, science fiction,
preferable. Call 901-642- ZIG ZAG sewing machine
mystery,
fantasy,
0992 or 436-2124.
western, romance. Give
old.
year
1
than
less
_a lasting gift from The
Portable or cabinet
WE BUY used trailers.
BOok Mark, Court
and
Washer
model.
Cash on the spot. Pick
Square, Murray, 753753-5268 after
Call
dryer.
1-442up in one day. Call
7222.
4 p.m.
1918.
CLOSE OUT ON 1977 CUSTOM
MADE
15 Articles For Sale
G.E. washers, 3 only.
MATTRESS for antique
So Much Room
on latest tapes
SAVE
1.10
Tremendous buys! For
beds or campers. Buy
Newspaper advertising is
albums. Everyday
&
For The Money
information
call
753direct from factory and
• like having a party line
Nelson Shroat Says:
discount prices at
0597.
circulation!
See
save.
entire
their
elegant
to our
The late Dr. Ralph Woods home is a full city
The best investment you can make is real
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
18 S.wing
Bamboo, Wicker and t
Place your message today!
block in length - Border Main in front and
estate. Don't look back and think about what you
in Paris.
Brass furniture. Wises
2 baths, 4 or 5
1
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Farris in back. House,has 2/
should have bought but come in to The Nelson
West Ky. Mattress and
Needleart Center, South
EXbedrooms, family room, living room, dining
COltRELLE
Shroat, Co., REALTORS and talk about what you
Furniture 1138 South
16th Street in Foxroom, 2 fireplaces and a separate 2 car garage.
PRESSION, 20 piece
can buy today to plan for the future. We invite
3rd,
Paducah, Phone 1now
Meadows,
has
$39.99.
Priced at only 56,500.00.
sets, all patterns,
everyone to come by The Nelson Shroat Co.,
443-7323.
Tapestry
Paternayan
Wallin Hirdware, Paris.
REALTORS at the most conveniently located
yarns in stock, also
real estate office in Murray.and have,a cup of
'A" drill
ROWING EXERCISER.,
Paternayan
3 ply SKIL HEAVY
coffee and tali( real estate.
•
with spade handle,
753-5688.
Call
new.
like
Persian.
Materials
for
P.S. wata UsGrow
Model 510 only $39.99.
counted stitch, cross
WOOD FOR SALE, $15
Hardware, Paris.
Wallin
stitch, crewel, and floss
rick & up. Immediate
embi-odery.
NOW.
AVAILABLE
delivery. Call 437-4346.
Latch hook in 28
N.T. Waldrop, Broker
Pete Waldrop-753-5646
Urethane foam. All
three* Jeff's Sloppily Centtr
designs, knitting and
2
1
SKiL.RoUTER sale, /
siaes4.11-_.densities. cut..
Mar-AO itorion 753-076&
HP. odel 543 only -- crochet yarn. Kid- andto your specs. West Ky.
accessories for all your
1
.
.Le
Z
ts.tivs:
,
.
$35.84Y. ". Minn.
cabintt Co, 1.NA Story
Busine!-Iirtcr- 16,
-a,
•
' •neeilforirrts.
Avenue.
-1.
•

.-- Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As follows

cial Concern
Committee an
The Ledger &
Times

=ME

POINSETTIAS

SPECIAL
Catfish Dinner

Large Order $325
Short Order $275

Quality Realty Co.

GALLIMORES
RESTAURANT

Your
Message
Makes A
Bigger
Splash...
HERE!

he Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS

Shirley's Florist
Garden
Center
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32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FOUR
room
apartmeht fDr ¶ or 2
m n. Call 753-4591.
33 Rooms For Rent

37. Livestock

Supplies

X 31"1"1E
41 Public Sales

INSIDE RUMMAGE
SALE, 410 South 12th,
Goa varlay. Ikenes,
C.
electric- range, table
38. Pets
SLEEPING - ROOM foe
organ, miscellaneous.
boys, utilities furnished. AKC REGISTERED Irish
Friday and saturday,
walking distancelor--Setter--puppiee.-450460,----Call 753-9570.
MSU. Call 753-1812.
BAZAAR AND BARGAIN
Sale,
Saturday,
34. Houses For Rent
AKC GERMAN short
December 3, 9 a.m. to 4
UNFURNISHED
2
haired Pointer puppies.
p.m. Nuraing Building
bedroom house 1 block
Guaranteed against hip
14th and Payne St. Many
from campus. $165. Call
dysplasia. Sired by
household
items,
753-3293 after 4.
O.S.A. certified double
typewriter, curtains,
field champion. Dim xbedspreads, clothing.
V A C A-NT
UNrayed good at 13 months.
Proceeds
go to MSU
FURNISHED house, no
Shots, wormed. Call 1Nursing Honor Society.
pets. $150 per month,
354-8776.
$150 deposit. Also fur43. Real Estate
nished apartment, $85. ONE FEMALE AKC
Call 753-8333 or 753-7671.
registered Doberman
Guy Spann Realty
puppy. Red and rust
"Tour Key People
SMALL HOUSE furcolored. Nine weeks old.
In Real Estate"
nished, air conditioned,
$100. Call 436-5495.
75,3-7724
.
room......farpeted
living_
901 Sycamore Worm,Ky.
GE-RMAN
Nice located near AKC
university,- -Couple- SHEPHERD PUPPieS.•
'
Call 554-2153 Paducah. FORBALE-Ideal
desired. No children or
wooded building site
pets. Call after 9 a.m.
FOUR MALE Beagle
consisting of 3.18 acres
7534920.
hounds. Call 753-5869.
and located in Graves
County, 9 miles SouthTWO BEDROOM.-unwest of Mayfield at
furnished
house. REGISTERED
American Eskimo Spitz
intersection of Hwy. 45
Couples preferred. Call
puppies. Call 554-2153,
and Bell Road. This is a
after,5, 753-0293.
Paducah.
choice piece of property
TWO BEDROOM unand
priced
very
furnished house, 5 miles FOR SALE-Beagles,
reasonably at $5500.
on the North Highway. three-13 month old.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
Call 886-3681, Hopkin- Three-10 month old. Call
753-1222 for more in753-1716 after 5.
sville, Ky.
formation.
41. Public Sales
36 For Rent Or Lease
THE
MISSIONARY
Punkin & Thraman
Women of Deward
Mini
Chapel Church, East 94 Insurance & Real Estate
* Warehouse
Highway will hold a
Sou thside Court Square
Storage Space
Bazaar and bake sale at
Murray, Kentucky
For Rent
the American Legion
,
753-4451
753-4258
Hall, South 6th Street and Maple Street.
Saturday,
December 13, THE WHSON INS.
HORSE STABLE for
REAL 'ESTATE
frcin 7 a.m..The funds
rent, pasture land also
Agency,Inc., has helped
raised
will
go
for
a-I-tellable. Call- Mike
to solve your real estate
benefits of the church.
Brannack 753-8850
needs for over 25 years.
between 8 and 5.
LARGEST RUMMAGE
If you are a buyer or a
37 Livestock Supplies
Sale in town. Saturday,
seller and we can be of
inside Bargain Barn,
service
to you, please
HORSES- 2 Year old
Main.
-9T3U:r
13th
call 753-3263, anytime.
Sorrell racking mare,
Our pledge to you is
good condition. complete, courteous
Registered 7 year old YARD SALE,- 9 a.m.-3
service.
• .-• Arabian GeldinL.
p.m. Murray Manor Rec
_
Dapple grey with
Room, just behind ofr N. Poplar-Senton
papers. Call 762-2896
fice. 10 party quality
- before 4:30 or. 4984704
sale. Thursday and

QURFillATY

NANIPSNME, YORKSHIRES
AND UNMADE
Boars, Gilts and Crossbred Gilts for sale
privately. During a recent survey we found that
many farmers would prefer to buy privately so
they will have time to visit, look over the herd,
and see our facilities, rather than buy at auction.
So we are devoting the entire months of Nov. and
Dec.to private sales and tours.

HINDS FARMS
Willow Springs, Mo.

49. Used Cars

BLACK ANGUS steer,
approximately 800 lbs.
Corn fed since March.

y

417-469-2029

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, December 3
10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
At the late Mrs. Mae Routen home. 1 mile west of
Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy. 94. Will sell a house of
almost new furniture, appliances, GE frost-free
refrigerator, washer .ung dryer, living room
suite, color T.V., bedroom suits, odd chairs,
tables, lamps, pictures,
cloc,
sniin1J,appliances, drum
table, fern stand, wall
, some antiques, doe
tray, .treadle machine; extra fancy quilts,
- kerosene-lamps, glaii.and china, hand and garden tools, 8 h.p. riding mower, extra sharp 1967
Chevy Nova 2-8 cylinder, automatic transmission,one owner. Lots more.
For information call...

Chester and Miller
Auction Service
435-4128 or 435-4144, Lynn Grove

5271469 - 7539525
48 ACRE FARM in
Coldwater Community.
Good bottom land,
approximately 35 acres
tendable. Priced at
$34,500. Call 753-3263,
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate, anytime.

The Phone

Number In
Murray
For All Your
Real Estate Needs
Is

759-1707
The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors
After *ours
759-1716
LAKE PROPERTY-2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home_ is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $17,900! Don't
delay-phone us today on
this fine property-Kopperud Realty, 7531222. We provide the full
range of Real Estate
Service.
RiAL'flJP`,

COUNTRY CLUB VIEW
Enjoy the beauty of the golf course from your
own window. This immaculate 3 bedroom home
has 2 baths, wall to wall carpet, lovely drapes, 2
car garage,central heat and air. On large lot, 125
x 220. Washer and dryer included with sale. This
property is in perfect-condition. Less than a•mile
from citylimits. Priced in 40s.

Gt.of Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street
Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 tans. Baker, 753-2409
leek Permit 7534%1 - Prentice Omni,753-57h I.C. Collie 7535122.,
,
•

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511951
LKAZY LAVERNE
wanted an immaculate 3
bedroom brick, built-in
kitchen with- breakfast
area plus dining ate,
Franklin fireplace in
den, well decorated,
carpeted, priced in the
,low 30's. Nciiv we've
found it, we can't find
Laverne. Are you intenrested? Call 733-

torsia jobs

51 Services Offered

Trucks

DO YOU need stumps
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
semoved from your yard
airtem-ati c, power - or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
stumps up to 24"
Good gas mileage.
beneath ground. Leaves
Ashley wood stove
only sawdust and chips.
__withoutjacket.
436
:
Call foir
-free estimate,
22°4.
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
1970 BUICK
Estate
wagon, excellent runHAVING TROUBLE
ning condition: Motor
getting -those small
overhauled. Call 753plumbing jobs done?
3222.
Then call 753-6614.
1972 VW, good shape, low
mileage. Call 759-1143.

147 /

Had

%/HAI'

12

.

'sfEs5

•-(00u
4 I-490W. MADE )N1

1975 SCOUT II, 4 wheel
drive, V-8, 4 speed,
power steering, deluxe
interior, big tires • and
wheels. Call 395-4175
after 5 p.m: Ask for
Dennis.

WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
JACKSON PURCHASE
Insulation of Murray
annollfiee0 itsWelling
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.

51 Services Offered
DRIVEWAYS'and
parking areas white
rocked ancrtra
-drrei
estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. • Call Joe
Beard: 436-2306.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt effecient' service. No yob
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
WILL DO QUILTING or
make quilts, all..done by
hand. Call 247-3496.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas initallatiot
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

51 Services Offered
CARPET CLEANING at
otnatisa ble r-a-tee-rPrompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

RENT RINSfilVAC
No Mbar "le-III•orsolf"
omitted doom carpattas...
EASI
' LT38 pound portable powerhouse does ell the work
IMECTIVELYdeans,rinses and vacuum Abt
mit deep down dirt and
P
grime in a single sweep AR
ECONOMICALLYcleans the way
professionals do-at
a fraction of the cost
YOU SAVE UP TO
925.00 PER ROOM I

111111111V

4:r
Az.„
:

LI)
bat ler *My $12.011a1/4
Bel-Air Decor Store
6.1-0 um. M4142

1974 SUNBIRD with all
, options, 4 cylinder,. -FENCE SALMI at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
$3,006. Would make
43 Real Estate
CUSTOM
UPHOLSat 753-2310 for free
perfect car for teenager
TERY. Free estimates.
estimates for your
or anyone who wants
Call 436-2786.
John C.
INCOME PROPERneeds.
54 Free Column
good
mileage.
Call
753Neubauer
TY...12
houses, 2 0983 weekdays after 7.
REIE-7Two
very
apartments located near
GUTTERING'BY Sears,
Realtor
healthy and cute pupMSU. Owner will con- 1968 OLDS CUTLASS,one
Sears continuous gutters
pies. About six months
List Your Property With Us
sider financing with 25
installed per your
owner,
2
door
old.
Both have been
7534101
Maim
St.
SOS
per cent down. A chance
Call
specifications.
automatic, power Fuld
wormed and have had
of a life time.. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
air. 350 two barrel. Call
distemper shots. These
$1750 IS THE FULL price
now...Loretta Jobs
for free estimates.
753-5676.
pups have gentle,
for the residential
753-1492.
Realtors
friendly
personalities
5
building lot on US-641,
BLOWN-IN
Cellulose
and would be Ideal
1973 TOYOTA Cebu,air,
miles South of Murray. 44 lots For Sale
insulation. Fast
Christmas gifts for
new tires, Runs and
Measures 300 ft. deep
dependable service.
TREES in
wrni
children.
One is brown
LOT
$1995.
Call
1good.
looks
and has 85 ft. frontage
Fred's Insulation CQ.„
Gateaboirough. 125 x 217
and the other is an off2474_258.
on the highway. If inphone 901442-9500.
white -color.' They areft. Call 7634275.
terested, call Stinson
sweet
dogs
who
MANS,
1973 SPORT LE
46 Homes For Sale
Realty Co., 753-3744, or
desperately
need
good
bucket
tape,
AM-FM
753-0774.
HOUSE AND LOT for
homes. Call 753-3535
seats, rocket mags. New
Chain Saw
sale at 905 N. 16th Street.
after 5:00.
set of back tires. Call
COMMERCIAL
And
For more information' 753-5094.
PROPEFITY for sale'
tawnmcvwer
located On South 12th.
1974 CAPRICE,-1
Sales and Service
Street 1 lot from Main
TWO- !MD-ROOM frame.
Save! keel
excellent.'Call 753-6648.
Street. Ideal location for
on.% acre lot. Has new
20 Mae
restaurant, or any retail
roof, panelkled, carpet,
Eastside Small
Free Delivery
PICKUP,
GMC
1971
business. This is a 137' x
electric heat, storm
Engine Repair
excellent condition.
183' lot, prime business
doors and windows.
VW
1972
$1395._
Illgbway 94last
loeation.--Phone Kow-----Three miles South of
Otii-oret rooky IS ow. Or bore WSW wed son. Complete sod
wagon,
Squareback
7534400
rowdy to osoomoMo blip to 24,166olowlord, but wM prow, my size
pernd Realty, 753-1222_
Farmington on 564
automatic, good conwooded. Shop As rest Moo ease to Custom Mollt s.d buy tlw best
for more information.
Highway. Call 1-345dition. Radial tires. $895.
2290.
less-M,T PabIsU isitbian 7$34pos
WATCH AND CLOCK
•
Call 489-2595. •
• \•
repairing. All work
FOR SikiE-Two
COUNTRY LIVING
guaranteed. Call 759MERCURY MON1%9
bedroom frame house in
AT ITS BEST
1231.
Power
TEGO
MX
Stella. Ca11253-9396.
Here:k.a home with
braliescateesinii.And
- KING'S DEN
-around 3300 sq7ETO
new tires. Call 753-9039 INSULATION BLOWN in
"The" Store For Men
ALMOST
NEW
2
living space. A few of.
by Sears save on these
after 3 o'clock.
bedroom brick house in
the features are 2
high heat and cooling
Lynn Grove. Has city
baths, one with sunken
1970 BUICK LESABRE 4 bills. Call Doug Taylor
water, gas heat, cartub and gold fixtures.2
door V8 automatic with at 753-2310. for free
peted throughout. Call 1garage,.
3
car
double power and air. estimates.
527-9303.
bedrooms, sewing
Has tilt wheel and AM47 Motorcycles
room, kitchen with all
LICENSED ELECFM. A local car in extra
appliances,
carpet
TRICIAN and gas in1973 YAMAHA 100 Cross
good condition. $800..
throughout,
dining
stallation
will
do
Country, knobby tires,
Phone 354-6217.
room, fireplace and it
plumbing, heating and
fiber glass tank and
sewer cleaning. Call 753all sits .on ap;
fenders. Good condition. 1971 CHEVROLET
34
7203.
proximately 3 acres.
$200. Also a Nanny and
ton, 4 wheel drive
Priced way below
Billy goat, 8 month old.
pickup, 15" tires and
replacement cost at
$25. Call 436-2253.
wheels. Locking hubs,
$57,500.
eotSarni&
transmission.
automatic
Service
Automotive
48
$2975. Call 436-5353.
The Nelson
your
NOTICE:For
Automotive 1970 DODGE POLARA
Datsun
Shroat Co.,
station wagon, with
repair work. Call Gene
*7594661
REALTORS
Kimbro, 753-8693 Datsun
snow tires. $500. Must
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center.
sell fast. Call 767-4556. GENERAL HOME
trained mechanic.
759-1707
remodeling, framing,'
SALE - Willard car 1971 CHEVROLET
aluminum siding and
25 ACRES WITH several,
battery,
2
year
Kingswood wagon. Call
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
beautiful building sites
guarantee, $22.88; 3
753-7307.
'or 1-362-4895.
and over 1300 ft. of highyear guarantee,- $25499;
way frontage. Located
4 year guarantee, 19 BUICK SKYLARK, FOR BACKHOE and
within minutes of Ky.
$29.99; 5 year guaranautomatic, 20,000 miles,
bulldozing needs. Call
Lake. Priced in mid
tee, $32.59. Maintenance power windows, power
With the
Built-in E
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
teens. Phone Kopperud
free 5 year guarantee,
locks, power steering
354-8161 or 354-8138.
Realty, 753-1222. We
$39.99. Wallin Hardand brakes, cruise
provide a .cortiplete
ware, Paris.
control, AM-FM. - Like
FOR YOUR septic tank
range of Real Estate
new. A Steal' $4,300.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
and backhoe work
Service.
Call 753-2501.
needs. Also septic tank
1971 MONTE CARLO like
cleaning. Call John
50. Campers
new. Call 753-8014.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
KOPP RUD
DAMAGED CAMPERS,
436-2586 or 436-5348.
1971
CHEVROLET
C-50
11
114 REAL Y
travel trailers, 5 th
dump truck, extra nice,
"For Real Service
-whet's-,-motor home, pAINTric,- DrrEtetow,
57,000 actual miles,
In Real Estate"
less than 't price.
exterior. Also dry wall
power steering. 1971
711 Main 753-1222
Selling out. Call 247-6878
finishing. 10 years exChevrolet w Chevelle,
Mayfield, Ky.
perience. Call 436-2563,
bucket seats, power
Ralph Worley.
PICTURE PERFECT-A
51. Services Offered
steering, power brakes
Charming, spacious
and air conditioning. YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOF- 'WILL
HAULresidence in a park-like
Red belly Ford -tractor
ING. Commercial and
DRIVEWAY gravel or
setting of 201
and equipment. Super C
/
2 acres.
residential. General
decorative rock or stock
This lovely, warm home
Farmall and equipment.
carpentry. 10 years
pile lime. Call 753-6763
has 4 bedrooms, 2/
Call 753-7975.
1
2
experience. Call 759-1524
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
baths, separate dining
after 5 p.m.
room, study, family 1973 CATALINA Pontiac,
WILL HAUL ANY type of
room with cathedral
local car, good conWET BASEMENT? We
white rock, rip rap, and
ceiling, recreation room
dition. $1500. Call 753make wet basements
sand. Lime, sawdust or
and fireplace. Many
0814.
Buy your kids a pony for Christmas and buy
dry, work completely
decorative rock. Also
extras include built-in
,mom & dad a place to keep it. Don't pass up the
guaranteed. call or
free -estimates on
1971
Dodge
chance of a lifetime to own a mini farm borbookcases, excellent, VAN
write Morgan Condriveway and parking
Tradesman 100. Six
dering Gatesborough Subdivision and Johnny
storage inside the home
struction Co., Route 2,
lots. Call Roger Hutson,
cylinder, straight shift,
Robertson Road. A nice 3 bedroom home with
and two outside storage
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
753-6763.
carpet and paneling.
huge trees,6 acres total with 5 acres fenced, plus
buildings. Let us show
42001. Phone day or
Call 753-7480 after 6 p.m.
a
barn in excellent condition. This won't last long
you all the unique
night 442-7026.
- Call us today to see this new listing.
details that make this
1976 HEAVY DUTY ELECTRICAL WIRING REDUCED TO SELL.
house sugh a value. Call
Chevrolet pickup. ' Call
home or industrial. Call
or come by today, Boyd
753-7697.
Charles Cooksey after 6
Majors Real Estate, 105
p m 436-581)6
QUALITY SERVICE
N. 12th., 753-8080.
1975 CHRYSLER Le
Company
Inc, Air conBaron Imperial, 2 door
Nk.
dition sales and serhardtop, all electric and
vice. Modern sheet
AIR COMPRESSORS
753-5646
Ilakhop Realty
fully equipped. (A
metal
department.
Pto Waldrop-753-5646
classic) Excellent
49'41& 1.•boih Witt 14Po"
N.T. Wait/row, Broker
In Bustness
Wisehart,
earldititSr. 40,000 fillet:a siliNik
‘
s
- Since"f956"
Marsha Horton 753-0765 .
502 442-9396
President. Phone 753. . 150.Interested buyers
.453-564&
4.
•
•
tri.flUitlilleSt
Since 'MPS6 • • P,
ma. eall-30355.
11-1S U.S.A."

=MI

SIGNS

-Waldrop
Real Estate

•
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Deaths and Funerals
Vincent Rodgers Is

Novis Wells Dies

Dead At Age Of 85

Tuesday At Home;

'Hopes Of Strong Burley
Market Dampen With
.
Price Decreases

STOCK MARKET

Law Seminar To Study
Kentucky District Court

Ptices of Mocks of local interest it
BOOR today furrushvd to the Li•dger &
Times by I. M.Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows:
Industrial Av.
Airco
364 +soi
Air Ptoducts
MN -4
American Motors
44 -4
AMdand,De
304, -4

A law seminar entitled "slid we dsi not wantinikork tii
Gen.Dynamics
+1
Vincent Rodgers, father of
'a,-,,.
General Motors
in the New Ken- miss it because of an error."
"Practice
237*
General 'Tire
Bob Rodgers of Murray, died
tucky District Courts" will be
GoodriCh
To begin at 1:30 p.m. on
.. 72 unc
Tuesday at 11:20 p. m. at the
Gulf Oil
'
27.4 unc
Kentucky
West
for
conducted
Dec. 9, in the main
Friday,
the
over
money
the
spread
2634 -4
Hospital,
Community
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - had hoped the price would enure season."attorneys at Kentucky Dam lodge of Kentucky Dam
Pennwalt
34,4 -4
home
his
at
died
Wells
Novis
Quaker Oats
Mayfield.
Farmers hopes of a strong edge closer to $1.30.
. Village State Park Dec. 9-10. Village State Park, the
4.
"
he
He was 85 years of ageT-a on Murriy Route Three near
--But-vette broke today:L1444-:...-1Litie trend.gQnlinues.
rnarket-aetobaccobarley
It is the second of four seminar will include an
u
,
Western Union
average
season's
seven
the
about
said,
Lake
Kentucky
resident of 834 North 13th
high prices has Wells, a Glasgow warehouse- could slip into the range of Zenith Radio
by
companied
in a series and is afternoon session on Friday
IP' 4- L*
workshops
92
was
He
Street, Mayfield, and a retired 1:4.111. Tuesday.
PriceS of stork of local interest at noon
dimmed after an average Pt- men and president of the Bur- $1.19 to $1.21 a pound.
co-sponsored by the Calloway and a morning. session on
age.
of
years
Warehouse
FDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Graves County employee.
•
cent a-pound decrease in ley Auction
Such an average still would Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of County Bar Association in Saturday.
Survivors include two sons,
His body was discovered at prices at Kentucky's auction Association, said Wednesday.
cooperation with the Center
Murray State and the
last season's record; Murray,are as follows•!
Bob Rodgers, Murray and • his home - about one p.m. points.
"There were a lot of long faces be above
for Continuing Education at University of Louisville are in
a
$1.15
about
was
.
.
.
±'.n
26
Inc.
Heublein
Which
......
Earl Rodgers, Mayfield Route Wednesday after neighbors
market around here today, including
the
Although
McDonalds Corp.
504 -‘4
Murray State University- and the second year of the
pound. But it would be Ponderosa
Systems
15').
Six; one daughter, Mrs. Lola checked on him when he had reached a record-breaking mine."
the School of Law and Center cooperative law seminar
price
the
to
close
.
Clark
unusually
Kimberly
Courtney, Decatur, Ill.; not been seen. Calloway average of about $1.23 a
Prices in 25 Kentucky mar41 +
Carbide. .
.for Continuing Education at series. Marlin M. Volz,
the Union
average,
W R Grace . .
SW
2711%
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Ozelle County Coroner Max Morris pound,about 6 cents above the kets averaged $120.87 a hun- support
the University of Louisville. professor of law at U of L,
27L4 .L.
re- Texaco
can
farmers
minimum
Rodgers, Mayfield; one said the death of Mr. Wells support price, in the first days dredweight, down $1.45 a hunGeneral Klee
50 -L.
programs for the
Phillip Deaver, coordinaolr designs
e1,e
.the
seininais
GAF Corp
104 -4
brother, Artie Rodgers, was due to natural causes and ef the selling season, farmers dredweight from Tuesday's
of professional and special
rose
average
support
Pacific
Georgia
-4
284
.
The
Herrin, Ill.'; one sister, Mrs. said it probably occurred
+4
Pfizer . .
activities in the Center for
The registration fee is $25.
about $1.09 a pound last Jim
Dowdy, about seven p.m. Tuesday.
Walters
304, -Le
Rodgers
Mary
slipping Tuesday and was from
Continuing Education at Anyone who has not prea
$1.17
about
Kirsch
pound'
to
season
-4
214
Mayfield; fifteen granddown more than $2 a hun424 -La
Disney
Murray State, said a mailing registered may register at the
market.
Mr. Wells was preceded in
Franklin Mint
unc
children; thirteen great
dredweight for the two days. on this year's
directly to attorneys in- beginning of the seminar.
Bessie
•
Mrs.
wife,
his
by
death
grandchildren; four great
Wells said the decline
correctly designated the Participants must make their
Mae Hurt WelLs,'On August 16;
great grandehildren.
seemed to stem largely from a
seminar site at CàIe lkirkrey Ow ri'reser'vátloñs 18r lodging.
the
of
member
a
was
He
1975.
Funeral arrangements are
drop in the prices being ofFederal State Market News Service
Resort Park.
State
Topics and dates for the
of
Church
December 1,1977
incomplete but. friends may Seventh and Poplar
fered by foreign buyers, who
"The seminar promises to final two seminars in the
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
born.
•
.
was
and
••
•
•
Murray,
Christ,
Funeral
call at the Byrn
were Making top bids of $1.31
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
be most.valuable-to nfmrneri —60E6418 — 2-ar4t: ----"./tules of
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